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Introduction
In June 2004, the City of Beloit entered into an agreement with Beloit College, authorizing the
College’s Logan Museum of Anthropology to conduct an archaeological survey of the City of
Beloit. Project funding derived from a Certified Local Government (CLG) program grant from
the Wisconsin Historical Society to the City of Beloit. Funds for CLG grants come from the
federal Historic Preservation Fund, administered by each state under the authority of the National
Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior. Principal project personnel were:
Timothy Bragg (Assistant Planner, City of Beloit Neighborhood Planning Division),
Project Director and Administrator
William Green (Director of the Logan Museum of Anthropology, Beloit College),
Principal Investigator
Sara Pfannkuche, Project Supervisor
This report presents the survey’s goals, objectives, background, methods, and results. It also
includes recommendations for follow-up archaeological work in and around the city. Appendixes
contain copies of primary documentation such as site inventory forms and collection catalogues.
Goals and Objectives
The Beloit Archaeological Survey was designed to serve the mission of the City of Beloit’s
historic preservation and landmarks program. The City of Beloit adopted a Historic Preservation
Ordinance in January 1989 and created the Beloit Landmarks Commission soon thereafter. The
ordinance enumerates several public policy goals for historic preservation efforts in the City of
Beloit:
•

To protect, enhance, and perpetuate historic landmark sites and historic districts which
represent or reflect distinctive and important elements of the City’s and State’s architectural,
archaeological, cultural, social, economic, ethnic, and political history, and to develop
appropriate settings for such places.

•

To safeguard the City’s historic and cultural heritage as embodied in historic landmarks,
landmark sites, and historic districts by appropriate regulations.

•

To promote the use of historic landmarks, landmark sites, and historic districts for the
culture, education, and general welfare for the people of the City and visitors to the City.

Archaeological sites comprise important historical resources that merit consideration within the
City’s historic preservation program. These sites are the sole tangible remnants of ancient
habitation in what is now the City of Beloit. Also, they represent property types not previously
considered in detail by the Beloit Landmarks Commission, the Plan Commission, or the
Neighborhood Planning Division. Mounds in particular are significant because of the burials
they generally contain, their sacred meanings to many Native Americans and others, and their
interpretive and educational potential regarding Native American history and culture
(Birmingham and Eisenberg 2000). Archaeological resources have not been integrated into City

planning decisions because data are incomplete, not current, and not available in usable formats.
More importantly, the public is not aware of the significance of these resources. Although many
sites in the City may retain sufficient integrity to be eligible for National Register of Historic
Places, the sites must be inventoried—that is, confirmed and precisely located—and then
researched through intensive survey or testing before their National Register eligibility can be
assessed.
Until the initiation of the Beloit Archaeological Survey (BAS), archaeological resources
comprised minor elements of the City’s historic preservation and landmarks programs. BAS
fulfils the City’s historic preservation goals and objectives by generating and incorporating
current archaeological data for the first time into the City’s inventory of potential landmark sites
and districts and by promoting knowledge and appreciation of archaeological resources. One of
the most immediate benefits to the City of a current, accurate inventory of archaeological
resources, including burial sites that are protected under state law, is the ability to integrate upto-date and reliable archaeological data into the City’s land-use planning processes. Data
relevant to such planning purposes include the locations of archaeological sites and assessments
of their potential significance, as well as the locations of tracts that have been subjected to
archaeological survey. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) technology assists in tracking
sites and surveyed areas.
No survey can claim to locate every archaeological resource within an area the size of the City of
Beloit—over 16 square miles, more than 41 square kilometers (Figure 1)—and the BAS did not
intend even to come close to comprehensive coverage. Instead, the project focused on field
checking (verifying) previously reported sites, surveying selected archaeologically promising
parcels, and compiling data from previous studies as well as current field work. Specific means
of achieving these goals are enumerated in the Methods section. Before discussing project
methods, we present background information on local and regional archaeological resources and
previous studies.
Background
Archaeological Resources and Regional Planning
Archaeological sites in southern Wisconsin and northern Illinois represent physical traces of
homes, camps, burial sites, and activity areas from the past 13,000 years. For convenience sake,
archaeologists divide this span into two main eras, pre-contact and post-contact, and subdivide
both eras into additional periods. Pre-contact (prehistoric) refers to the long span of human
occupation prior to European influence, from the arrival of people in the region around 11,000
B.C. until the earliest French presence in the mid-1600s. Post-contact (historic) denotes the
period during for which written records are available, from the 1600s to the present.
Within the pre-contact era, archaeologists identify several principal periods or cultural traditions
in southern Wisconsin and northern Illinois (Table 1). These periods form the framework for
archaeological research and assessments. Sites can be assigned to a particular periods on the
basis of distinctive artifact forms, features and structures (such as mounds), or determination of
an “absolute” age range through a method such as radiocarbon dating. Upon first discovery, it is
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Figure 1. Map of the City of Beloit showing archaeological sites studied by BAS 2004. From
Beloit, Shopiere, South Beloit, and Belvidere 7.5’ USGS topographic quadrangle maps.
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often difficult to assign a site to a period because these lines of evidence may be lacking. Often,
research shows that sites were utilized multiple times at different periods, creating a “multicomponent” site. Both single-component and multi-component sites can meet the National
Register of Historic Places eligibility criteria. These criteria are provided for reference in
Appendix A.
Table 1. Pre-contact periods in the Beloit region.
Period
Oneota/Mississippian
Late Woodland
Middle Woodland
Early Woodland
Archaic
Paleo-Indian

Characteristics
Large villages, corn-based
agriculture
Population increase, dispersal
into new territories; horticulture
Trade and interaction between
regions; elaborate art work
Beginning of pottery making and
mound building
Small, mobile groups; huntinggathering-fishing subsistence
End of the ice age; extinct fauna;
sparse populations

Approximate Dates
A.D. 1200 – 1650
A.D. 400 – 1200 (includes Effigy
Mound, A.D. 700 – 1100)
100 B.C. – A.D. 400 (includes
Hopewell, 100 B.C. – A.D. 300)
600 – 100 B.C.
8,000 – 600 B.C.
11,000 – 8,000 B.C.

The Rock River valley contains a large number of recorded archaeological sites, and the City of
Beloit encompasses a notable cluster of Indian mounds and other types of archaeological sites.
Prior to the current survey, the official Wisconsin Archaeological Site Inventory data base
included 29 archaeological sites within the current city limits. Nearly all of these sites are precontact and most appear to be Woodland in age, simply on the basis of the presence of mounds
and the occasional reporting of pottery. Two factors appear to account for the concentration of
recorded archaeological sites in Beloit: (1) the city’s location at the confluence of Turtle Creek
and the Rock River, and (2) the long history of local investigations, primarily by Beloit College
archaeologists and associated researchers.
In the pre-contact and early post-contact eras, confluence settings typically supported more and
larger habitation and mortuary centers than other riverine settings in the Midwest. This is
probably because of the greater environmental diversity offered by stream confluence locations,
as well as the ease of travel afforded by rivers and creeks, the ancient highways of North
America. These environmental attractions also help explain why evidence of regional interaction
is generally higher around confluences than in other parts of stream systems. Such evidence
often consists of exotic material types (e.g., copper or non-local cherts), artifact styles
characteristic of other regions, or other indications of trade or movement of goods. Burial
mounds also tend to cluster near stream confluences. Mounds served the large populations that
were already living in these locations, and mounds also marked such places as recognized and
historically significant territorial centers or inter-territorial boundaries. While mounds occur
along much of the Rock River bluffs and terraces in Rock County, Wisconsin and Winnebago
County, Illinois, the largest mound groups and best-documented habitation sites generally occur
near the mouths of the largest tributaries (Yahara River, Bass Creek, Turtle Creek, Pecatonica
River, and Kishwaukee River) rather than in non-confluence settings. Off the main stem of the
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Rock River, substantial habitation and mortuary sites appear at wetland edges and in lacustrine
settings, such as Lake Koshkonong shorelines, embayments, inlets, and outlets. Still, confluence
settings served as focal points for habitation, mortuary, and other activities along the Rock River.
How do we know about such patterns and apparent preferences? Most of the data on
archaeological site distributions have been accumulated through dozens of investigations over
more than 150 years. Analyses of these data support inferences regarding settlement patterns,
environmental correlations, and historical processes. These inferences can be expressed as
models of past ways of life and as hypotheses to be tested and refined by further work.
Specifying the research value of archaeological resources is an important element of determining
their significance and treatment. Archaeological inferences and models must be integrated into
regional research programs, so the local picture contributes effectively to larger questions and
issues.
Archaeological data, models, planning studies, and research designs also should be integrated
into land use planning. Incorporating archaeological resource conservation and preservation
within local and regional planning promotes more complete environmental and historical reviews
and reduces “surprises” during development and construction. Archaeological sites also are
cultural resources that can serve as heritage tourism attractions and as focal points for
community and landscape enrichment and renewal.
Beloit Archaeology in the 19th Century
The earliest written records useful to Beloit archaeology originally had nothing to do with
archaeology. Early residents, surveyors, land speculators, and government agents traveling
through and living in and near Beloit in the early 1800s left records that located and described
recently occupied and abandoned Native American sites and early pioneer sites. General Land
Office survey records constitute some of the most valuable of these sources. For example, GLO
field notes and maps indicate the location of Turtle Village, a major Ho-chunk community at the
mouth of Turtle Creek on the east side of the Rock River, close to the current state line (Figure
2). County histories recall events pertaining to the village’s Native inhabitants as well as the nonNative residents of nearby trading posts and the community that became known as Beloit, which
grew rapidly in the late 1830s (e.g. Brown 1908; Western Historical Company 1879).
The earliest well documented archaeological studies in Beloit consisted of mound mapping by
Stephen Pearl Lathrop, Beloit College’s first professor of natural sciences. In 1852, Lathrop
surveyed several mound groups in and near the city. On August 30, 1852, he submitted maps of
these groups to Increase A. Lapham, Wisconsin’s pioneer surveyor, geologist, and archaeologist.
Lapham had already mapped hundreds of archaeological sites throughout the state and submitted
an encyclopedic treatment of Wisconsin archaeology to the Smithsonian Institution for
publication in its prestigious Contributions to Knowledge series. Late in 1852, Lapham informed
the Smithsonian that
I have just received some rough drawings of mounds made by Prof. Lathrop of Beloit
College from surveys made by him at my request. The surveys appear to have been carefully
made and sufficiently in detail to show the character of the works [mounds]. From there it
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Figure 2. General Land Office survey map of Beloit (west side of Rock River and mouth of
Turtle Creek), showing Turtle Village location. G.L.O. Interior Field Notes, March, 1834, G. W.
Harrison. Electronic document, http://digicoll.library.wisc.edu/SurveyNotes/Search.html.
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appears that the “Turtle” form extends down Rock river as far as Rockford, six miles above
the confluence of the Kishwaukee.
I send you two “plates” of works at Beloit and I would be very glad to have at least the
one embracing the college inserted in the proposed publication at the proper place. [Lapham
1852]
The Beloit maps arrived in time for the publisher to add both of them to the end of Lapham’s
book. Maps of “Ancient Works on the College Grounds, Beloit” and “Ancient Works on the East
Bank of Rock River, ¾ of a Mile North of Beloit” appear as the final two plates in the book
(Lapham 1855, plates 54 and 55). Lathrop’s maps of mound groups in Winnebago County,
Illinois, which showed Lapham that turtle effigy mounds extended south to Rockford, have never
been published but are housed along with the Beloit maps at the Wisconsin Historical Society.
Lapham’s text provides no details on the two Beloit sites whose maps he published. However,
Lathrop’s original maps and his accompanying letter to Lapham, also preserved in the Lapham
papers in the Wisconsin Historical Society archives, contain important information about the
sites. The original maps show Lathrop’s written measurements, in feet, of the diameter or length
of each mound and distances between mounds. The published versions of the maps contain
faithful copies at the scale of 80 feet to the inch, the same scale as Lathrop’s originals, but
without the actual measurements indicated. The penciled-in measurements as well as the
unadorned outline style of Lathrop’s original maps are useful because the artistic conventions in
Lapham’s published plates included addition of a “feather” edge to each mound. Those edges
graphically suggest topographic variation but raise the question of mound size: does each mound
extend fully to the edge of the feathering? Overlaying the original maps on the published
versions permits an affirmative answer.
Variously-sized maps in photocopies, reprints, and online editions of Lapham (1855) now far
outnumber the surviving first-edition books. Therefore, one would hope that rediscovery of the
original maps will remove the guesswork that accompanies use of later-generation copies.
Unfortunately, mound dimensions reconstructed from the standard scale in both Lathrop’s and
Lapham’s maps often differ substantially from the actual distances that Lathrop wrote on his
originals. As an example, Mound 3 of the Beloit College Mound Group (47Ro15) measured 150
feet in length according to Lathrop’s notations, yet scaling from his map would suggest a length
of about 185 feet. In such cases, which do we trust, the drawing or the written measurement? We
believe the written measurements are accurate and that the maps portray only approximations of
mound sizes. Lathrop wrote to Lapham that he had tried “to find some one who was able to
sketch perfectly the college grounds, but was unsuccessful” (Lathrop 1852). We may infer that
his map (a “rough drawing” according to Lapham) did not accurately portray his actual
measurements. Lathrop also declined to write in more detail about local mounds, as Lapham had
invited him to do, fearing that his “inspiration in this Antique line falls so very far short of your
standard in such matters” (Lathrop 1852).
Lapham’s (1855) book was one of the first and arguably the finest statewide archaeological
report of the 19th century. Its publication by the Smithsonian ensured its wide visibility and
stature. Therefore, Lathrop’s mound documentation, while not mapped as precisely as we might
hope, literally put Beloit on the nation’s archaeological map. Lapham’s book appeared at a
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propitious time for archaeology and for the newly admitted states of the Old Northwest. These
states were filled with thousands of mounds and other enigmatic features of antiquity. American
archaeology in the mid-19th century was still defining itself and was just beginning to develop
into a professional field with recognized standards and research and training programs. Curiosity
drove much of the mound exploration that abounded in that era: who built the mounds? when?
why? Studies revealed different things in different regions, but two facts were clear: the mounds
were old, and they were easily damaged by agricultural and other development (as well as by
digging). Few people excavated carefully or recorded their work, and few were concerned about
the fate of the sites being dug by the curious and being damaged by development. The level of
concern paralleled that expressed for the passenger pigeon, an abundant resource whose
disappearance was inconceivable. However, in contrast to the general public viewpoint, Beloiters
expressed and implemented a concern for scientific data collection and site conservation at an
early date. As described later in this report, careful, small-scale excavations and proactive mound
preservation efforts in the 1850s presaged 20th-century concerns and standards.
Stephen Denison Peet and Theodore H. Lewis were two notable late-19th-century mound
surveyors who contributed much to Beloit area archaeology. Peet, a member of Beloit College’s
first graduating class (1851), was the son of Rev. Stephen Peet, one of the founders of the
college. The younger Peet followed his father’s vocation and became a clergyman but also—
inspired by Beloit mounds Peet 1906:168)—pursued interests in archaeology. He conducted
mound surveys near his Ohio, Illinois, and Wisconsin postings, wrote extensively about
archaeology and history, and founded and edited The American Antiquarian and Oriental
Journal. An 1881 article in that journal contains maps and several pages of discussions about
Beloit-area mounds, while an 1885 article also mentions Beloit sites (Peet 1881, 1885). Two of
the books in his five-volume work Prehistoric America (Peet 1890, 1898) contain maps and brief
discussions of Beloit-area mound groups taken from the earlier articles. Peet’s reports serve as
useful records, especially of sites that were later destroyed, though his maps of individual mound
groups generally are not as accurate as those of his predecessors or contemporaries. One of the
most useful maps Peet published was titled “Map of Ancient Mounds in the Vicinity of the City
of Beloit, Wis.” by surveyor James Wilson, Jr. (Peet 1881:95, 1890:164) (Figure 3). This map
depicts mounds in relation to streams and terrain in a 3-mile (east-west) by 4 mile (north-south)
area of Beloit and vicinity, though even this map omits several mound groups known to Peet.
T.H. Lewis conducted archaeological work throughout central North America in the 1880s and
1890s. A careful surveyor, he recorded detailed notes and prepared accurate maps for thousands
of sites on behalf of the Northwestern Archaeological Survey, an ambitious endeavor sponsored
by Minnesota businessman Alfred J. Hill. Lewis never published most of his data; his notes,
letters, and manuscripts constitute the only sources of information on his work in the Beloit area.
Lewis mapped six mound groups within Beloit and two across the border at Rockton, Illinois.
Records of his Beloit surveys provide useful data on these sites, as discussed later in this report.
Beloit Archaeology in the Early 20th Century
Beginning in 1901, Charles E. Brown coordinated a 45-year-long effort to systematically record
Wisconsin’s archaeological resources. In his capacities as secretary of the Wisconsin
Archeological Society, editor of its journal The Wisconsin Archeologist, and director of the State
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Figure 3. “Map of Ancient Mounds in the Vicinity of the City of Beloit, Wis.” by James Wilson,
Jr. (from Peet 1898:164; originally published in Peet 1881:95). Handwritten notes by Charles E.
Brown (1872-1946), former director of the Wisconsin Historical Museum.
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Historical Museum, Brown compiled data, mapped locations, and published references to all
sites he learned of throughout the state. Brown’s exhaustive 1906 site list included several in the
Beloit area, most of which had been mentioned by previously cited authors. In addition, several
had been reported to Brown by George Collie, curator of the Logan Museum (Brown 1906:374376).
In 1911, Robert Becker surveyed archaeological sites along Turtle Creek in Beloit and upstream
in the Towns of Beloit and La Prairie. He described 11 mound groups and 15 other
archaeological sites, mostly campsites, in the creek valley. His article includes site descriptions
and mentions finds of a wide assortment of stone artifact types including axes, arrowheads,
spearheads, chipping debris, and fireplace stones (Becker 1913). Other Beloit residents also
conducted local work that supplemented Peet’s inventory. Logan Museum curator Ira Buell
(1919:121) mentioned discoveries by people named Riner, Riggs (a Beloit College student, class
of 1911), and Hyde (class of 1914), in addition to Becker. Buell’s comprehensive report, “Beloit
Mound Groups” (1919), drew together everything that was known at the time about mounds in
the greater Beloit and Rockton locality. Buell also mentioned a chert outcrop and workshop near
Beloit and reviewed the stone artifact types commonly found locally (Buell 1919:149-151). The
main contribution of his article was its documentation of 210 mounds in 25 different groups
mapped on individual site plans as well as on a 4 – by 6 – mile map (Buell 1919:130)
comparable to the Wilson map published by Peet. Buell reported that 131 of the mounds he
recorded near Beloit occurred along the Rock River (56 in Wisconsin, 75 in Illinois), with the
remaining 79 mounds in the Turtle Creek valley. Buell pleaded for additional study and for
preservation:
The permanent preservation of some of the distinctive mound groups of this region is much
to be desired and should be undertaken by the cities of Beloit and Rockford or by the
counties or townships in which they are located. The rate at which these ancient monuments
have been disappearing makes this now imperative. [Buell 1919:149]
Little formal mound preservation occurred, though the Beloit College mounds were marked with
a bronze plaque in 1924, a project of the Beloit Historical Society coordinated with George
Collie of the Logan Museum and Charles E. Brown of the Wisconsin Historical Museum. In
other work, Norton W. Jipson conducted historical research on Ho-chunk (Winnebago) village
locations of the early 1800s (Jipson 1922, 1923). Significant additions to the local archaeological
data base derived from the “Logan Survey” of the Rock River valley, conducted in 1928 and
1929 by Charles E. Brown and his son Theodore T. Brown. Frank G. Logan had wanted Alonzo
Pond, assistant curator of the museum that bore his name, to conduct the survey, but Pond took
advantage of a long-sought opportunity to conduct field work with Beloit native Roy Chapman
Andrews in Inner Mongolia. The survey documented 65 archaeological sites along the Rock
River between Edgerton and Beloit and mapped an additional 17. The resulting report (Brown
and Brown 1929) is a model of careful and thorough research, presented in a clear, easily
accessible way. Brown and Brown did not ignore mounds, but their emphasis on habitation sites
constituted a notable supplement to the earlier focus on mounds. As Buell did, they
recommended further research and expanded preservation efforts:
We wish to strongly recommend the permanent preservation and marking of some of the
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mounds yet remaining… along the Rock River highway north of Beloit. The interest of the
county board and of the local historical societies should be aroused in the great value of their
preservation as historical landmarks. Their loss would be greatly deplored by present and
future residents of the Rock River cities. Markers should also be placed on the sites of the
historic Winnebago villages of the region, especially on the sites of those located at Beloit,
Janesville, Fulton and Newville. [Brown and Brown 1929:92]
While Charles E. Brown conducted and coordinated the joint statewide archaeological survey of
the Wisconsin Archeological Society and State Historical Society, archaeologists with the
Milwaukee Public Museum also conducted an ambitious series of surveys and excavations
around the state. The MPM effort began in 1917 with Samuel A. Barrett’s excavations at several
sites in central and southern Wisconsin. It accelerated and expanded in the 1920s under the
direction of W.C. McKern (Rodell and Green 2005). MPM teams employed Brown’s standard
methods of gaining information from local artifact collectors and making detailed site maps, but
they also conducted extensive excavations at mounds and habitation sites throughout the state.
MPM’s seasoned archaeological assistant Towne L. Miller began a survey of Rock County in
1932 designed to follow up on previous work along the Rock River and Turtle Creek (McKern
1932; Miller 1932). Unfortunately, Miller completed only background data compilation and
initial field work. The financial strains of the Great Depression interrupted the MPM field
archaeology program and aborted its Rock County survey.
The focus of Beloit-area archaeology changed in the 1930s from a regional survey orientation to
individual site excavations. The few and relatively small-scale projects conducted from the
1930s through the 1960s focused on excavation of mounds and presumed mounds in and around
the city (e.g., Bastian 1958, 1962; Green 2003; Lange 1968; Pfannkuche 2004). The Logan
Museum of Anthropology houses records and collections from much of this work.
Beloit Archaeology in the Cultural Resource Management Era
In the 1970s, “cultural resource management” (CRM) took shape and quickly became the
dominant force in American archaeology. The rise of CRM reflected a rekindled interest in
archaeological preservation and conservation, as well as rediscovery of the value of regional
studies. Ideally, CRM employs a conservation ethic and is based on the premise that
archaeological sites constitute non-renewable cultural resources of public value and that
consideration of these resources should be integrated into land-use planning. Under the umbrella
of new laws on historic preservation and environmental protection which afforded new funding
opportunities for CRM, archaeologists conducted a substantial series of Beloit-area surveys in
the early- and mid-1970s. These projects generally combined the conservation perspective with
new research interests in cultural history, settlement patterns, and relationships between ancient
people and environments. Often staffed by eager Beloit College students, surveys assessed the
loss of sites due to recent development and also found many new sites through more careful field
methods than previously employed. Beloit area projects included:
•

A field-check of the status of mounds Buell had reported (Lange and Kristensen 1970); a
key finding was that loss of mounds to development was rapid and that Buell’s
conservation message had been largely unheeded.
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•

Reconnaissance surveys in 1972 and 1974 of the Rock and Pecatonica River valleys on
the Illinois side of the state line (Peters 1972; Hennings 1975); these projects were
designed to locate large numbers of archaeological sites to aid in planning and research;
they were not limited to particular development project areas but were regional in scope;
the projects were two of many funded by the Illinois state historic preservation office (at
that time, the Illinois Department of Conservation) and coordinated by the Illinois
Archaeological Survey, using federal historic preservation survey and planning funds.

•

Reconnaissance survey in 1973 of the Rock River and Turtle Creek valleys in Wisconsin
(Panhorst 1973; Salzer 1973), funded by the Rock Valley Metropolitan Council; this
project was limited to sites in and around the City of Beloit and north toward Janesville;
it was originally intended to extend into neighboring counties but did not continue; many
archaeological sites were documented, and excellent maps, notes, and collections are
housed at the Logan Museum of Anthropology.

•

The 1974 Beloit College archaeological field school, which surveyed and tested sites
throughout the Turtle Creek valley, from the east side of Beloit upstream into Walworth
County; no formal report was prepared, but the Logan Museum houses records and
collections.

•

A survey and assessment of sites in the proposed Turtle Creek flood control project area
on the east and north sides of the city (Salzer and Serota 1976); this project may have
been the first local application of the “shovel-test” survey method, used to detect
habitation sites with no surface indications; also, it constituted an early example of a
large-scale federal agency contract-funded project designed to help the agency (the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers in this case) comply with environmental and historic
preservation laws.

These 1970s projects surveyed thousands of acres and found hundreds of sites. Since then, most
archaeological work in Beloit has been characterized by project-specific surveys and assessments
conducted by archaeological consultants in advance of proposed developments (e.g., roads,
sewage treatment system construction, the Gateway Project, the Beloit Casino Project, and many
smaller projects, each of which has an archaeological report on file at the Wisconsin Historical
Society). Rarely have opportunities existed for the kinds of large-scale regional surveys that
characterized the pre-1930 era or the brief heyday of 1970s. Several portions of Wisconsin
received continuous or at least periodic attention in the 1980s and 1990s through the State
Historical Society’s Regional Archaeology Program, but neither that program nor other state or
regional programs devoted much effort to Rock County archaeology.
The main exception to this pattern of neglect was the 1992-1993 Rock County Indian Mounds
Survey conducted by the Wisconsin Winnebago (now Ho-Chunk) Nation with funding from a
Survey and Planning subgrant from the State Historical Society (Johns et al. 1993). This project
attempted to field-check and map all mound sites in Rock County. The project also tested one
site and prepared a National Register of Historic Places nomination for the Strong-Partridge
Mound Group (47Ro141), the group of four mounds in Beloit’s Totem Park. The project report
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provided new and detailed maps of many mound groups in and around Beloit. The report noted a
high rate of mound destruction in the county and pointed out—as Lange and Kristensen had in
1970—that earlier pleas for site preservation had been largely ignored.
Currently, the principal ongoing archaeological research and public interpretation programs
closest to Beloit are held in the Rockton (Illinois) and Lake Koshkonong localities. At Rockton,.
both the Macktown Living History Education Center and the Nygren Wetland Preserve sponsor
survey and testing programs focused on site assessment, research, preservation, public
interpretation, and public involvement. North of Beloit, the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee
archaeological field school has been conducting annual excavations at several sites near the Lake
Koshkonong shore in Jefferson County.
The preceding review of Beloit-area archaeology mentions only the major published and
professional investigations. Artifact collecting and site discoveries by avocational archaeologists
and the general public have been ongoing activities that are not often documented. Private
collections may have particular value as information sources on sites that have been destroyed or
are otherwise no longer accessible. The collections become non-renewable resources that merit
conservation just as the sites do. Some local collections have been donated to the Logan
Museum, where they are properly catalogued and housed for public and scholarly benefit.
Methods
Principal activities conducted by the Beloit Archaeological Survey in 2004 and 2005 were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Background research
Phase I survey of city parks
Field reconnaissance of known mound groups
Identifying and surveying other areas of potential archaeological significance
Artifact registration and data analysis

Methods utilized for each task are described below.
Background Research
We compiled information on previously recorded archaeological sites in the Beloit vicinity and
on archaeological surveys and excavations conducted in and around the city. To accomplish this
task, we
•
•
•

obtained and reviewed the Archaeological Site Inventory data base from the Office of the
State Archaeologist at the Wisconsin Historical Society
copied and reviewed publications pertaining to Beloit-area archaeology, including articles
in The Wisconsin Archeologist and CRM reports on file at the Wisconsin Historical
Society
reviewed unpublished archival holdings of the Wisconsin Historical Society, Milwaukee
Public Museum, and Logan Museum of Anthropology
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•

contacted and consulted with individuals who had conducted earlier archaeological
studies in the vicinity, and obtained relevant records from them

We organized the information obtained through background research into notebooks on 19th
century and 20th century investigations and into folders for each site recorded by the previous
studies. We also transcribed several handwritten letters and reports to make them more easily
accessible for current and future use.
Background research also included meetings with City of Beloit staff members to obtain copies
of relevant maps and GIS files. This material aided greatly in determining the locations of cityowned parcels to be surveyed as well as the names and addresses of property owners to contact
for permission to survey private lands.
On the basis of the previous archaeological studies, as well as the data from the City, we
determined priorities for field survey. In priority order, they were:
1. city parks
2. known mound groups
3. other tracts with high archaeological potential
Rationales for choosing these areas are presented below, along with description of survey
techniques.
Phase I Survey of City Parks
City parks often are relatively undisturbed, and many located on hill tops and near streams,
features that attracted use in pre-contact times just as they do today. Therefore, the likelihood of
finding important archaeological sites in city parks is fairly high—and several sites already had
been recorded in city parks prior to the survey. Another reason for choosing to survey park
locations is that land use in city parks can be managed to favor resource conservation and
interpretation much more effectively than on private parcels. Park development often can be
compatible with cultural resource preservation.
We met with and obtained permission from Lee Fassett, Director of the City of Beloit Parks and
Grounds Department, to conduct surface and shovel-probe surveys in city parks. Mr. Fassett and
his staff graciously permitted and encouraged this field work. We conducted survey at all parks
that exhibited high archaeological potential, determined on the basis of known sites or proximity
to known sites or to attractive natural features. We kept Mr. Fassett’s office informed of all field
work locations and dates as the survey progressed. Also, prior to field work, we assisted the City
of Beloit in obtaining a permit from the Office of the State Archaeologist (Wisconsin Historical
Society) to conduct field archaeology on public land. A state permit is required in advance of any
archaeological work on public (including municipal) land in Wisconsin.
Surface inspection was conducted in all survey areas, but the vegetation cover in most parks
precluded ground visibility. Therefore, parks were surveyed using the shovel probe technique in
a standard “Phase I” fashion. Shovel probing is designed to obtain a small but systematic sample
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of material that might be present in near-surface deposits where the ground surface is not visible.
The procedure involves excavation of small units approximately 30-40 cm square, at regular
intervals in transects across the area to be surveyed. Intervals between probe and transect
locations varied from 5 to 15 meters depending on the size of the survey tract. The sediment
removed from each probe hole was screened through ¼-inch hardware cloth in order to recover
small artifacts. Probes were excavated to depths of approximately 40 cm or until clearly sterile
deposits were encountered. Crew members took notes on soil characteristics and stratigraphy and
on all recovered materials. “Hot probes” were excavated at close intervals (2-5 meters) in a radial
transect pattern around positive (artifact-bearing) probes in order to determine site boundaries
and areas of artifact concentrations. Positive probe locations were flagged, and all surveyed areas
were mapped. Mapping was conducted using a Brunton compass as well as a total station
electronic transit where useful.
Both pre-contact and more recent artifacts were collected, but unmodified rock including gravel
was not collected. All artifacts found were bagged by individual shovel probe. Upon completion
of note-taking, each shovel-probe was backfilled.
Field Reconnaissance of Known Mound Groups
Field research also focused on relocating and assessing previously recorded mound groups.
Some of these sites were situated in parks, while others were privately owned. We contacted by
mail and by phone each property owner whose land we wished to survey. We mapped mound
groups and noted any discrepancies between earlier descriptions and current conditions. Some
mounds were not clearly precontact structures, so we sought and obtained permission for smallscale probing of such features from the Wisconsin Historical Society’s Burial Sites Preservation
Program. (Their approval is required before any disturbance to mounds can occur.) We
conducted shovel probing near most mound groups in order to detect any associated habitation
sites.
We hosted a visit by ground-penetrating radar specialists with the Ho-chunk Nation and the
University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee in order to test the ability of GPR to detect mounds that
have been leveled or obscured by fill. Ground-penetrating radar is a non-invasive geophysical
survey method that can identify subsurface anomalies such as pits, walls, and floors. The GPR
trial run occurred at only one site.
Identifying and Surveying Potential Areas of Archaeological Significance
We identified several private tracts along streams and bluff tops as having high archaeological
potential, and, as noted for privately owned mound sites, sought permission to survey from each
property owner. Shovel probing was the main method used; procedures were the same as noted
earlier. Many tracts were back yards overlooking the Turtle Creek floodplain, so we took care to
remove and replace the sod at each shovel probe location.
We also conducted survey via monitoring of construction areas, particularly trenches that had
been excavated for a natural gas distribution system on the Beloit College campus. After helping
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to ensure the pipeline trenches did not affect any mounds, we examined trench profiles and soil
piles in order to identify artifacts or features of archaeological interest.
Artifact Registration and Data Analysis
We cleaned and inventoried all artifacts recovered from field work and classified them according
to type, function, and age whenever possible. We completed standard Wisconsin Historical
Society site forms and drafted maps of each site. We also entered basic data on surveyed sites
into the ArcMap GIS program. We sought permission from each property owner to add artifact
collections to the Logan Museum’s permanent collection, and most owners agreed to transfer
material found on their property to the museum, as did the City. We assigned catalogue numbers
to enable curation of this material in accordance with standard Logan Museum policies and
practices.
In addition to analysis of collections deriving from our own field work, we examined Logan
Museum holdings and found several collections from archaeological sites within the city that had
not been catalogued, reported, or analyzed. We incorporated this material into the project
because it represents archaeological sites that would not otherwise be included in the survey.
These sites were destroyed since the collections were made or are otherwise not available for
field inspection.
Results
The Beloit Archaeological Survey conducted field work at 49 separate field localities and
excavated a total of 952 shovel probes, 143 of which were “hot probes” excavated within sites to
determine concentrations and boundaries. BAS investigated 29 archaeological sites; 26 are precontact in age and three are historic (one of the historic sites is Native American; the other two
are Euro-American). Of the 29 sites, 15 had been previously reported, 11 were newly identified,
and three were documented on the basis of collections held by the Logan Museum of
Anthropology but not previously catalogued or analyzed. Two additional collections from
previously recorded sites also were analyzed.
Table 2 lists all of the surveyed field localities, and Table 3 lists each site investigated, along
with its field locality and collection information. Appendix B contains detailed site-by-site
reports, analyses, and maps. Here, we present a summary of the principal findings.
Mounds
Unlike previous reports on archaeological resources in the Beloit area, this report has some good
news on Native American mound sites within and adjacent to the city. Several mound sites
thought to have been completely destroyed, such as Hillcrest/Beloit Junction (47Ro41), Joint
Switch (47Ro142), and Murphy’s Mound (47Ro140), may have surviving mound remnants. A
newly identified mound group also has been added to the archaeological record (Oakwood
Cemetery Mounds at Strong Park, 47Ro407), remarkable for a city which has seen numerous
mound identification and mapping efforts over 150 years.
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Table 2. Surveyed field localities.
Field #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12

13
14
15
16

17
18
19

Ownership
Schellenger
Park
River's
Edge Park
Leeson
Park
Leeson
Park
Leeson
Park
Leeson
Park
Horace
White Park
Beloit
CollegeTurtle
Strong
Park
Hilliard
Park
Big Hill
Park
Totem
Park- west
of Turtle
Totem
Park- east
of Turtle
Bill Hill
Park
Big Hill
Park
Sean
McClain

Steve Fass
Peggy
Corning

21

Boutelle's
Charlotte
Slocum
Richard
Stenstrom

22

Mark &
Kathleen
Mandell

20

23

Sam &Pam
Lathrop

24

John Patch

25

John Patch

Geomorphic
Setting
Bluff crestlimestone

# of Tranects# of Shovel Probes

Interval

# of Hot
Probes

1 - 12

10

NA

Indust Fill
Indust Fill

Identified Sites

Floodplain
Bluff crestupland dep.

2 - 10

10

NA

7 - 67

10

32

Floodplain- south

2 - 15

15

NA

Bluff crest

1 - 12

15

NA

Floodplain- north

2 - 12

15

NA

Bluff

2 - 16

15

NA

15 - 39

5

12

47Ro15

6 - 63

15

NA

47Ro407

11 - 88

15

4

47Ro412

5 - 19

10

20

47Ro16

7 - 23

5

11

47Ro143

16 - 90

5

24

47Ro143

2 - 11

10

NA

1-8

10

NA

2 - 25

10

4

47Ro409

0

NA

NA

Millrace

1-4

8

6

47Ro406

1-4

9

NA

2-7

10

NA

1-3

10

7

1-5

10

NA

1-2

10

NA

1-4

10

NA

1-3

10

NA

0

NA

NA

1-2

10

NA

0-5

Arb.

NA

5 - 19

10

0

47Ro286

1-8

15

1

47Ro286

Bluff crestlimestone
Upland- possible
mounds
Floodplain
Upland- bluff
crest
Floodplainterrace
Floodplainterrace
Floodplainterrace
Floodplain terrace
Bluff crest
Bluff toeslope
Bluff crest- valley
train
Modern terracevalley train
Modern terracevalley train
Bluff crest- valley
train
Bluff crest- valley
train
Floodplain- high
spot
Floodplain W/E
ridge
Floodplain N/S
ridge
Bluff toeslope
Bluff crest- valley
trail
Upland- possible
mound
Bluff crestMorg. Sch. Enc.
Bluff crest- E of
bridge

17

Disturbed?

47Ro144

Partial

Partial

Partial

47Ro405

Millrace

Dump
Erosion
Erosion on
bluff

26

Nancy
Monnich

27

John
Acomb

32

Donald
Nohr
Paul
Durkee
Christine
Lewis
Vickie
Fisher
Gary
Seidel

33

Zonta Park

34

Irv Zuehlke
Joanne
Haase

28
29
30
31

35

36
37

38
39

40

41
42
43
44
45
46
47

48

YMCA
Merrill
Park-South
Merril
ParkNorth
N.edge
TCGW- W
Big Hill
ParkPrairie
Big Hill
Park- S.
open area
N edge
TCGW- E
Nancy
Krusko
TCGW-E
behind NK
TCGW- E
N. edge
TCGW-W
By Arrow
TCGW-W
Boulder
TCGW- E
Shopiere
Bridge

Upland- possible
mound

0-1

NA

NA

Upland ridge

1-3

10

NA

Floodplain- T0
Bluff crest- valley
train
Bluff crest- valley
train
Bluff crest- valley
train
Bluff crest- valley
train
Upland- possible
mound
Bluff crest- valley
train

1-3

10

NA

1-2

10

5

1-3

10

NA

1-4

10

2

1-4

10

NA

0-4

NA

NA

47Ro41

1-4

NA

1

47Ro411

Floodplain
Bluff crest- valley
train

0-6

10

NA

1-3

10

NA

Bluff crest
Upland- possible
mound

1-1

NA

NA

1-1

NA

NA

Modern fill

47Ro411

47Ro411

Fill- Factory

Fill and tree
removal

Bluff toeslope
Floodplain- T1 on
Rock

0

NA

NA

1 - 10

NA

NA

Upland

5 - 20

10

NA

Upland

2-9

10

NA

Floodplain

1-6

15

NA

Upland

3 - 22

10

4

Upland edge
Floodplainterrace
Terrace 2floodplain
Floodplain
terraces
Floodplain in
woods
Floodplain
terraces
Floodplain T1 on
Turtle

4 - 22

10

NA

3 - 17

10

10

1-4

10

NA

2-6

10

NA

1-5

10

NA

2 - 16

10 and 15

NA

2 - 16

10

NA

47Ro36 Dest

1-4

Arb

NA

47Ro219

37

5

NA

47Ro141

Floodplain T1
Turtle

Adventist
Floodplain49
Church
Mound
TCGW: Turtle Creek Green Way

18

Millrace

Stripped and
dumped

47Ro29 Dest

Stripped and
dumped
Gravel pits
& roads

47Ro213

Stripped &
bedrock
Part of site
under houses

Stripped &
new dirt
May not be
at location
No artifacts
found; 1
mound

Table 3. List of archaeological sites investigated.
Site
Number

Site Name

47Ro144

Whitfield Campsite

"

"

"

"

Field #

Property Description

LMA Accession #

Standing

3

Leeson Park

2004.45

2004 Pfannkuche

RR/TC

Farm Field

2004.15

1974 Salzer

Leeson Park

No arts. recovered

2004 Pfannkuche

New

No arts. recovered

2004 Pfannkuche

New

2004 Pfannkuche

Revisit

2004.Pfannkuche

Revisit

Leeson Well

47Ro407

Oakwood Cemetery
Mounds

9

Strong Park/Oakwood
Cemetery

47Ro15

Beloit Campus Mounds

8

Beloit College Campus

2004.46

Beloit College Campus

No arts. recovered

"

Collection Info

"

Revisit

47Ro143

Totem Park

12 & 13

Totem Park

47Ro16

Big Hill Site

RR/TC

Private

2004.14

1974 Salzer

Old

47Ro220

West Bank Campsite

RR/TC

Around Beloit Dump

2004.19

1974 Salzer

Old

2004.57.139

2004 Froebel

2004.16

1974 Salzer

"

"

47Ro202
"
"

West Bank CampsiteProbable
Salzer

LM
RR/TC

2004.47

Revisit

New Collection
Private

"

LM

Whiteford Collection

2257.00

1956 Whiteford

"

LM

Whiteford Collection

2258 (not found)

1956 Whiteford

Old

47Ro211

Walsh

RR/TC

Private

2004.17

1974 Salzer

Old

47Ro213

Moore

RR/TC

Private

2004.18

1974 Salzer

Revisit

2004 Pfannkuche

42

Turtle Creek Greenway

2004.55

47Ro412

Hilliard Park

10

Hilliard Park

2004.48

2004 Pfannkuche

New

47Ro16

Big Hill/South Lookout

11

Big Hill Park

2004.49

2004 Pfannkuche

New

47Ro409

Neese/McClain

16

McClain- Private

2004.50

2004 Pfannkuche

New

47Ro406

Fass

17

Fass- Private

2004.51

2004 Pfannkuche

New

47Ro405

Slocum

20

Slocum- Private

2004.52

2004 Pfannkuche

New

47Ro286

Morgan School Enclosure
& Campsite

Patch- Private

2004.53

2004 Pfannkuche

Revisit

47Ro411

West Collingswood Bluff

26

Acomb- Private

2004.54

2004 Pfannkuche

New

29

Durkee- Private

2004.54

2004 Pfannkuche

"

"

"

"

"

"

47Ro41

Hill Crest Group

47Ro142

Joint Switch Group

47Roxxx

Blodgett/Turtle Ck Millrace

"

"

"

"

24 & 25

32

Seidel- Private

2004.54

2004 Pfannkuche

31

Fisher- Private

No arts. recovered

2004 Pfannkuche

3 poss. mounds in yards
16

McCain/Neese- Private

2004.11

1963 Godfrey

22

Mandell -Private

2004.11

1963 Godfrey

2004.11

1963 Godfrey

35

Haase- Private

47Ro410

Beloit Pool Copper Site

LM

Public- Krueger Park

47Ro18

Part of West Beloit
Campsite

LM

Found at construction
site

47Ro140

Murphy Mound

47Ro29

Lathers Mound Group

39

47Ro36

McLenegan South Mound

47

47Ro141

McLenegan North Mound

48

Adventist Church

49

Turtle Creek Greenway;
E Shopiere Rd

47Ro219

Winnebago Council House

47Ro138

Pierce Mound Group

47Ro216
47Ro27

Henderson Mound Group

Private- in Twp

Revisit
Revisit
New

New
2001.1.2

2001 Hamblin

Old

No arts. recovered

2004 Pfannkuche

Revisit

Turtle Creek Greenway

Destroyed

2004 Pfannkuche

Revisit

Turtle Creek Greenway

Destroyed

2004 Pfannkuche

Revisit

No arts. recovered

2004 Pfannkuche

Revisit

Destroyed

2004 Pfannkuche

Revisit
Revisit

Private- Turtle Twp

Destroyed- Res

2004 Pfannkuche

Subdivision- Private

May not exist

2004 Pfannkuche

Garden on south

2004 Pfannkuche

Private yard- Beloit Twp
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Revisit

This is not to say that mound sites and other archaeological resources are not in danger of being
destroyed. Mound remnants of McLenegan Group South (47Ro36) were identified during the
1993 Rock County Indian Mounds Project (Johns et al. 1993); the remnants have since been
destroyed by construction of a subdivision. Overall, however, BAS has been able to document
more newly identified mounds within the city than have been destroyed since 1993.
Pre-contact Habitation Sites
Discovery of previously unknown pre-contact habitation sites suggests that development within
Beloit has not completely destroyed non-mound archaeological sites. In particular, yards in
residential neighborhoods along Turtle Creek contain habitation sites that appear to retain some
degree of integrity. Also, careful survey of land adjacent to the Beloit College and Totem Park
mound groups found Late Woodland habitation sites that date to the period of mound
construction. Pottery and stone tools indicate occupation by people of the Effigy Mound culture
as well as earlier groups. Private collections as well as BAS results indicate Archaic occupation,
with a prime example being the newly discovered campsite adjacent to the well-known turtle
effigy mound in the Beloit College Mound Group (47Ro15).
Historic Sites
The focus of the BAS was on pre-contact rather than historic-era sites. However, the Blodgett/
Turtle Creek Millrace, as indicated in its site description (Appendix B), may retain historic
significance because of its association with one of the city’s earliest and most important
industries. Potentially significant contact-era Native American sites, particularly the Turtle
Village site, also may be significant but will be difficult to locate precisely and to assess because
of the large amount of fill covering the area around the mouth of Turtle Creek.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Archaeological resources exist throughout the City of Beloit. Several types are present: mounds
and habitation sites of pre-contact Native American origin, as well as more recent features.
Despite—and, in some cases, because of—residential, commercial, industrial, and recreational
development, a sizeable sample of archaeological sites can be found in city parks as well as in
residential and undeveloped areas. On the basis of mound styles and artifact types, most of the
datable sites are affiliated with the Late Woodland period, between about A.D. 400 and 1100.
Earlier occupations are documented as well, although evidence of occupation between A.D. 1100
and 1800 is scarce. Lake Koshkonong appears to have been the focus of regional occupation
during that period.
Not surprisingly, mounds and habitation sites in Beloit tend to cluster near rivers and streams.
Preferred locations include the high bluffs and terraces overlooking the Rock River and Turtle
Creek. Some low terraces near floodplains also were important settings, as at Totem Park, which
contains mounds as well as a potentially significant habitation site. Some mounds are located at
greater distances from streams, such as the newly discovered Oakwood Cemetery Mounds and
some of the surviving remnants of the Joint Switch mound group.
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The information compiled by the Beloit Archaeological Survey is not a final statement on
archaeological resources within Beloit. It is only the latest of many efforts to find and document
archaeological sites in the city. Only a small number of the areas with a high probability for
containing pre-contact sites have been tested so far. And, as noted, although three historic sites
were located, there was no concentrated effort by the BAS to find historic sites. Many previously
recorded sites in and adjacent to Beloit were not revisited. Further studies should be conducted to
assess these sites and to survey additional high-priority areas.
Findings from the survey raise several questions to help guide further research: What is the
relationship between mound sites and habitation sites? Why do some mound sites contain
artifacts in adjoining areas while others do not? Is there evidence of Paleo-Indian habitation sites
in Beloit? Is there any intact evidence of the ca. 1820s Turtle Village of the Ho-chunk at the
confluence of Turtle Creek and the Rock River?
In addition to continuing and expanding the archaeological survey to answer these questions and
to cover important unsurveyed tracts, intensive testing for determining National Register
eligibility should be undertaken at all potentially eligible sites. Assessments of archaeological
site significance rely largely on the same standards that apply to other types of historic properties
(see Appendix A for National Register of Historic Places eligibility criteria). A key requirement
for eligibility is “integrity.” In practice, archaeological surveys and evaluations in the Midwest
understand integrity to denote a relatively undisturbed condition. An archaeological site can
retain a degree of integrity despite years of plowing or erosion as long as some of its features are
intact. Still, the less a site has been disturbed, the more likely it is to retain integrity. In regard to
the four additional criteria, evaluations of archaeological sites frequently focus on the sites’
information-bearing potential (criterion D). However, the other three criteria apply as well. For
example, construction of Beloit’s first mill was an event that made a significant contribution to
the broad patterns of local history (criterion A), so remnants of the mill race associated with that
mill might be eligible under that provision. Similarly, a well preserved animal-shaped Indian
mound (“effigy mound”) likely embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, and
method of construction, and so may well be eligible under criterion C.
Archaeological sites in the City of Beloit, as elsewhere, are fragile, nonrenewable resources that
can suffer great damage through inadvertent and seemingly minor actions. For many decades,
Beloit archaeological studies have shown that urban growth has damaged or destroyed a large
number of mounds. Attrition of Indian mounds seems to be in the 80 percent range as
documented for nearby counties and statewide, despite the mounds’ importance and legal
protection (Birmingham and Eisenberg 2000; Petersen 1984). The results of the current survey
should be incorporated into the City’s land-use planning and decision making processes so that
industrial, commercial, residential, and recreational developments, as well as long-term growth
planning, take these resources into account in a proactive way. Affirmative efforts can be made
to protect significant sites, to encourage appropriate land use in and around known sites, and to
ensure that areas of high potential are subjected to archaeological survey and evaluation prior to
development. These efforts will enable the City of Beloit to utilize these unique resources to
promote heritage awareness, historic preservation, and landscape conservation.
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APPENDIX A
National Register of Historic Places Eligibility Criteria
The following criteria of evaluation (from 36 CFR Part 60.4) apply nationally for determining
whether properties are eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places:
The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, engineering, and
culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and objects that possess integrity of
location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association, and:
A. That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad
patterns of our history; or
B. That are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or
C. That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or
that represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a
significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or
D. That have yielded or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or
history.
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APPENDIX B
Individual Site Descriptions and Supplemental Documentation
This appendix includes data on each site subjected to field study or research based on collections
or other documentation. Site descriptions are presented in order of site number assigned by the
Office of the State Archaeologist at the Wisconsin Historical Society. In the standard
“Smithsonian trinomial” system, “47” represents Wisconsin (the 47th state alphabetically at the
time the system was designed), “Ro” stands for Rock County, and the concluding number
indicates the order in which the site was recorded. For example, 47Ro213, the Moore site, is the
213th site recorded in Rock County, Wisconsin. Although other places referred to as the Moore
site undoubtedly exist, no other site in the United States is designated 47Ro213.
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47Ro15
Beloit College Mound Group
Town/Range/Section: S/2 of NW/4, S.36 and NE/4, NE/4, of SE/4 S. 35, T1N, R12E
The Beloit College Mound Group has a long history of investigation (Bey 2005; Green 2003).
Stephen P. Lathrop’s map of 1852 and its publication by Increase Lapham in 1855 were
discussed in the main text of this report. Peet (1881:98-99; 1890:255), Buell (1919), and others
described and discussed the site, and Bastian (1958, 1962) supplied the most detailed published
records. Periodic mound testing continued until 1971; off-mound testing began in 2002. Sporadic
reports exist of artifacts having been found on the College campus during building construction.
Discussing the ridge on which the turtle effigy (Mound 7) is situated, Brown and Brown noted
that “Some flint and other stone implements have been reported found here in past years”
(1929:86).
Even though it is mainly a copy of Bastian’s (1958) site map, the map prepared by Richard
Yerkes in 1973 is included in this report (Figure 4) because it contains information on several
mounds that are no longer extant. Both maps depict the location of “Mound 1,” which Lathrop’s
1852 map reveals was not a mound at all but a ravine. Both maps also show the former locations
of mounds 3 and 12, which were leveled in 1954. Yerkes labels Mound 26, just south of the
College library, as having been destroyed between 1970 and 1973. He also indicates that Mounds
9 and 24 still existed in 1973. Both apparently were destroyed by later construction of the
Scoville Center and expansion of the College guest house, respectively.
Bastian (1958) and Yerkes (Figure 4) show the location of Mound 27, a turtle effigy, on the
Rock River floodplain west of Riverside Drive and slightly north of Bushnell Street.
Documentation of a mound in this general location derives from Peet’s 1898 map of the site
(Peet 1898:255). Peet’s mapped location is not near Bushnell Street but opposite the path
through the College campus that meets Riverside Drive near the south edge of the Angel
Museum property. Peet’s own writings are ambivalent regarding Mound 27. The earliest
apparent reference to the mound was published in 1881, when Peet wrote, “It is said that there
were formerly mounds below the bluff, near the water’s edge…, and that these also were in the
turtle shape” (Peet 1881:99). By 1898 he had become more definite about one mound in that
location, a “turtle mound being at the foot of the bluff near the river bank” (Peet 1898:255). At
that time he added the symbol (though not a turtle shape) in that spot to the map he had first
published in 1881. By 1906, he waxed nostalgically about a spot “a little north” of Lucius G.
Fisher’s house “on the bank of the Rock River on Pleasant Street” where “a turtle mound… was
situated close to the bank its head looking toward the river, and a beautiful black oak tree grew
upon its back” (Peet 1906:168). Peet recalled studying Latin on that west-facing turtle effigy
mound. How was he able to recall such details at age 76 about a mound he was uncertain even
existed at age 51? The black oak, if Peet correctly recalled the tree type, prefers upland settings.
Peet’s 1906 recollection notwithstanding, his 1881 report does raise the possibility of Mound 27
or other mounds having been located near the river west of the College. In view of the fill that
covers much of the original floodplain surface, it is possible that any traces of Mound 27 may
still exist at some depth at this location.
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BAS inspected large portions of the College campus during the summer of 2004 as a new gas
pipeline was installed. All areas trenched were inspected for intact, natural soils and prehistoric
deposits. Only one area, east of Godfrey Hall and north of the Poetry Garden, contained
sediments that represented intact A horizons. In both places the original ground surface was
buried beneath 50-60 cm of historic fill. Sediments from the rest of the area trenched also
indicated that fill was deposited over much of the college campus. Nineteenth and 20th century
debris, principally coal with lesser amounts of nails and window glass, were part of the fill.
Brown and Brown (1929:86) had examined the bluff top containing the turtle mound (Mound 7)
and a linear mound (Mound 8) west of the Wright Museum of Art, but “Owing to the ridge top
being largely in sod no evidence of aboriginal occupation could be found.” BAS surveyed this
ridge top in July by excavating shovel probes at 5 meter intervals. No probe was placed within 5
meters of either mound. All soils were screened through ¼” wire mesh. Soil profiles and artifacts
recovered from each hole were recorded on shovel probe forms. Additional probes were placed
on the cardinal directions from any probe that contained artifacts; if an adjacent probe was also
positive, no additional probes were placed in that direction. Eighteen probes contained artifacts,
four of which contained only historic material (Figures 5-7).
Artifacts recovered from the turtle mound blufftop (LMA #2004.46.1 through 2004.46.18)
include 2 ceramic sherds (cord impressed, Late Woodland), 1 Late Archaic projectile point/knife,
1 biface fragment, 1 biface possibly used as an adze, 2 possible blades, 26 flakes, 27 flake
fragments, 4 blocky fragments, 2 fire cracked rock, 3 bone fragments, and 28 historic artifacts
including ironstone, container glass, metal, coal, and plastic (Table 4). Artifacts were
concentrated within 10 meters of the two mounds (Figure 5). Most of the stone implements were
made from an unknown chert source. Galena-Platteville chert also is a common chert type, and
small amounts of Burlington chert (from western Illinois or eastern Iowa) also occur. The Late
Archaic projectile point, recovered from Transect 4, Probe 4, 1 South, was made of Moline chert.
The paucity of Moline chert debitage suggests that the point may have been made off site.
Although the point has a base similar to Late Archaic points it cannot be typed to any specific
form. See Figures 6 and 7 for artifact illustrations.
Two time-diagnostic artifact types were recovered from the bluff top near Mounds 7 and 8: the
Late Archaic projectile point/knife and Late Woodland ceramics. The Late Woodland ceramics
may represent remains left by the people who built the effigy mound at the site. The Late
Archaic point shows that the site also was used before mound construction occurred. Site
function cannot be ascertained, although a campsite is indicated.
Site boundaries recorded for 47Ro15 prior to BAS failed to include the extant mound east of
College Street (two others east of College Street had been destroyed previously) and the turtle
and linear mounds west of the Wright Museum of Art and Neese Performing Arts Theater. The
site limits should be expanded to the east and southwest to include these mounds. See Figure 8
for old and new site boundaries.
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Figure 4. Map of Beloit College Mounds, 47Ro15, by Richard Yerkes, 1973, based on Bastian
(1958).
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Figure 5. Map of Beloit College Mounds, 47Ro15, based on 2004 BAS mapping and testing.
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Figure 6. Artifacts from Beloit College Mounds, 47Ro15. Top left: LMA 2004.46.1-.3. Top
right: LMA 2004.46.4-.5. Center left: LMA 2004.46.6-.8. Center right: LMA 2004.46.9-.12.
Bottom left: LMA 2004.46.13-.15. Bottom right: LMA 2004.46.16-.18. See Table 4 for details.
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Figure 7. Late Woodland ceramic sherds from Beloit College Mounds, 47Ro15 (Left: Cordimpressed, LMA 2004.46.5.3; right: cord-decorated, LMA 2004.46.12.1).
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Figure 8. Portion of Beloit 7.5’ U.S.G.S. map showing previous and current boundary of Beloit
College Mounds, 47Ro15 (arrow).
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Table 4. Inventory of artifacts recovered during BAS from Beloit College Mound Group,
47Ro15.
Transect
6
6

Probe
3
4

6

4 1S

7

2

7

2 1W

7

3

7

3 1E

8

1

12
12
12

2
3
4

12

5

14

1

14
14

4
4 1N

14

4 1W

14

4 2W
2N
5

14

Quantity
1
1
1
1
3
4
1
1
1
3
1
5
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
3
1
4
4
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
4
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
2
1
2
5
1
3
3
1
1

LMA Catalogue No.
2004.46.1
2004.46.2.1
2004.46.2.2
2004.46.2.3
2004.46.2.4, .5, .11
2004.46.2.8-.10, .12
2004.46.2.6 & .7
2004.46.3.1
2004.46.3.2
2004.46.3.4, .9, & .11
2004.46.3.10
2004.46.3 & .5 - .8
2004.46.4.1
2004.46.4.2
2004.46.4.4
2004.46.4.5-.6
2004.46.5.1
2004.46.5.2
2004.46.5.3
2004.46.5.4
2004.46.5.5-.7
2004.46.5.8
2004.46.6.2, .4, .7, .9
2004.46.6.3, .5, .6, .8
2004.46.6.1
2004.46.6.1
2004.46.7.2
2004.46.8.1
2004.46.8.2
2004.46.8.3
2004.46.9
2004.46.10.1-.2
2004.46.11.1
2004.46.11.2, .4, .9, .10
2004.46.11.3
2004.46.11.6 - .8, .11
2004.46.11.5
2004.46.12.1
2004.46.12.2
2004.46.12.3
2004.46.13.1
2004.46.13.2
2004.46.14
2004.46.15.1 - .5
2004.46.15.6 - .7
2004.46.15.8
2004.46.15.9 - .10
2004.46.15.11 - .15
2004.46.15.16
2004.46.16.1
2004.46.16.2 - .4
2004.46.16.5
2004.46.17

Description
flake fragment
white hard plastic; 0.1g
brown container glass; 0.5g
possible fire-cracked rock
flakes
flake fragments
blocky fragments
tool fragment
projectile point/knife
flakes
flake/blade
flake fragments
possible fire-cracked rock
biface fragment (L= 43.5 mm, W=?, Th= 11.9 mm)
flakes
flake fragments
metal fragment- iron; 4.0 g
hard plastic with interior coating- for pipe? 1.1 g
prehistoric ceramic; Madison Cord-impressed
long bone; possibly bird; 0.9 g
flakes
flake fragment
flakes
flake fragment
blocky fragment
flake fragment
flake
metal washer- iron; 16.6 g
copper disc, possibly from button?; 0.6 g
flake
flake fragment
flakes
ironstone sherd; possibly sponge painted; 0.5 g
flakes
flake/blade
flake fragment
blocky fragment
prehistoric ceramic (Late Woodland)
flake
flake fragment
coal; 4.8 g
whiteware sherd (2 glued together); 1.8 g
flake fragment
whiteware sherd; 1.5 g/1.4 g/0.4 g/0.4 g/0.1 g
2 colorless container glass; one side panel with "PE"; 2.8 g; 1.1 g
1 green container glass; 1.2 g
2 cut nail fragments; 1.8 g & 1.2 g
coal fragments; 1.3 g/0.5 g/2.0 g/3.7 g/7.3 g
long bone probably from bird; 0.1 g
Rim/body whiteware; probable teacup; 3 glued together; 13.8 g
flakes
flake fragment
bone; probably mammal long bone; 5.1 g

1

2004.46.18

undecorated whiteware rim sherd; 2.9 g
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47Ro16
Big Hill/South Lookout Site
Town/Range/Section: Original: SW of SW/4 Section 11 and W/2 of NW/4 of Section 14, T 1N,
R 12E
New: S/2 of SE/4 of SW/4 Section 11, T 1N, R 12E
Charles E. Brown originally found the Big Hill Site in 1928 (Brown and Brown 1929:78). He
described the site setting as the top of a bluff in an oak forest within the Beloit Izaak Walton
League chapter’s wildlife sanctuary park, which later became Big Hill Park. Brown located the
site “at the southern end of this hill a place where there is more or less of an open space.” This
spot corresponds to the present picnic area and playground area drawn on a 1973 sketch map
(Figure 9). Brown found “several hearthstones, a small number of flint chips, two small leaf
shaped, grayish-white flint blanks, and a small grey flint scraper.” He believed this material
predated the site’s reported 1832 use as a campsite by the Sauk chief Black Hawk. Brown cites
the 19th-century term for this location as Black Hawk’s Grove; the WHS files currently indicate
Sauk affiliation for the site. The location also seems to have served as a Ho-Chunk (Winnebago)
habitation prior to Black Hawk’s presence, possibly the Standing Post Village recorded in John
Kinzie’s 1829 census of Indian villages in the region. Kinzie reported this village as home to 17
people in one lodge.
Robert Salzer visited the Big Hill site in May, 1973, and made a small collection (Salzer and
Serota 1976). The sketch map by Salzer and students Richard Yerkes and Jeffrey Panhorst
indicates a large part of the blufftop was surveyed at that time. The artifacts they collected
probably came from the southernmost portion of the surveyed area within an area marked
“cleared” (Figure 9). The area marked on the map on that map as a playground is currently an
empty, open area. Shovel probes in this location (BAS Field #41) indicated that it had been
heavily disturbed, graded, and filled.
The portion of the Big Hill/South Lookout site investigated by BAS is located at the extreme
southeast corner of Big Hill Park (owned by City of Beloit), on the bluff crest and east-facing
shoulder of a high bluff, approximately 271 meters (890 feet) AMSL. This elevation places the
site nearly 43 meters above the west bank of the Rock River. The site measures 50 meters eastwest and 15 meters north-south. The site’s eastern edge is formed by the steep drop off of the
bluff, and its current southern boundary is the southern edge of Big Hill Park. The site probably
extends to the south onto private property which was not tested because it lies outside of the city
limits. The portion of the site surveyed by Brown and Salzer extends north of the area described
above. When we tested that area we encountered only disturbed soils.
BAS also surveyed the wooded area (BAS Field #11) south of the open space containing 47Ro16
(Figure 10) because neither previous survey had investigated this area. We hoped to find intact
archaeological deposits associated with the site in that apparently undisturbed area. Shovel
probes were placed at 10 meter intervals going north-south. Transect 1 was placed on the edge of
the bluff crest with additional transects placed to its west. A hiking trail passes through the
transect locations and piles of dumped concrete and tree debris were located just north of the
transect. Also, a stone wall originally built by CCC but rebuilt within the last 10 years was
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located 30 meters at 20 degrees from Transect 1, Probe 1. Very little disturbance was noted
within the shovel probes; soils were usually a dark brown to brown sandy loam 15-25 cm below
ground surface before becoming a yellow-brown silt loam. Natural gravels, including large
nodules of unaltered chert, were recovered within the shovel probes. The chert is probably local,
coming from the bluff on which the site sits.
BAS reanalyzed the material Salzer collected: 34 non-cultural gravels, 1 fire-cracked rock, 1
flake, 1 flake fragment, and 4 blocky fragments. None of these items is diagnostic to any
particular time period.
BAS recovered 14 flakes, 12 flake fragments, and 3 blocky fragments at Big Hill (Figure 11). As
with the 1973 collection, none of the artifacts is time-diagnostic. Six pieces of unaltered, noncultural chert also were collected in order to have a sample of the local raw material. Most of the
chert debitage found in the shovel probes is the local “Big Hill” chert. This chert is rough
grained, fossiliferous, and grey to white. The grey chert artifacts Brown collected also may be of
this material, but we did not examine Brown’s collection. BAS shovel probes produced one piece
of Moline chert (likely transported from the Quad Cities locality) as well as debitage of GalenaPlatteville chert. Heat treatment is rare (n= 6) in the debitage sample, while cortex is slightly
more prevalent (n= 11). The heavy reliance on local chert and the presence of cortex on much of
the debitage sample suggest the site may have served as a lithic workshop. The close proximity
of the material found in the BAS shovel probe survey to the place(s) where Brown and Salzer
found material suggests that only one site is represented and that the BAS area is an extension
slightly to the south of the previously recorded 47Ro16.
Artifacts donated to the Logan Museum by the family of the late Bruno Froebel during the fall of
2004 (LMA 2004.57.140) also came from the vicinity of the Big Hill site. These artifacts include
a kaolin pipe stem, a lead musket ball, an oval bifacial preform of oolitic rose quartz, an Early
Archaic point, a Waubesa point (Early-Middle Woodland), and a Madison point (late
precontact). The artifacts were accompanied by notes stating they were found at Big Hill Park,
but no specific location within the park was listed. Therefore, it is not certain whether Mr.
Froebel found some or all of the material at 47Ro16 or at other locations in the park.
We conclude from the records of previous surveys as well as BAS results that the location of the
Big Hill site on the current WHS GIS database is erroneous. The site’s currently mapped location
is based partly on Charles E. Brown’s plotting of the site on his Wisconsin Archaeological Atlas,
which used a 1920s plat map. Brown apparently marked the site location in the wrong spot. The
site description Brown published in his 1929 Rock River survey report is more consistent with
our suggested new location of the Big Hill site than with the originally mapped location (see
below). Also, supplemental site location reported by Salzer (both the legal description and UTM)
does not correlate with his sketch map, which correctly places the site in the extreme southeast
corner of Big Hill Park. The true location of the site is completely within Section 11 (Beloit
Township), within the S/2 of the SE/4 of the SW/4 (Figure 11). The GIS data should be changed
accordingly.
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Figure 9. Big Hill site (47Ro16) 1973 sketch map by Yerkes, Panhorst, and Salzer.
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Figure 10. Big Hill/South Lookout site, 47Ro16; Beloit Archaeological Survey 2004 sketch map.
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Figure 11. Artifacts from Big Hill/South Lookout site, 47Ro16. Top: from Transects 1-3.
Bottom: from Transect 5.
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Figure 12. Beloit 7.5’ U.S.G.S. quadrangle map showing the mapped locations of 47Ro16.
(Dashed line: current city limits; solid rectangles: mapped location of 47Ro16 in WHS site file
prior BAS; red line: boundary of areas surveyed by Salzer [1973] and BAS.)
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47Ro18
West Beloit Camp Sites
Town/Range/Section: SW/4, NW/4, NE/4 S.35, T1N, R12E
The site area as mapped in the WHS GIS is bounded by Merrill Street on the north, 4th Street on
the east, Portland Avenue on the south, and Bluff Street on the west. The entire area
encompassed by the site is a developed city block containing residential and commercial
properties. It is located on the west bluff edge of the Rock River, extending into the floodplain.
This site was added to the state records because of Charles E. Brown’s report:
In early days of white settlement groups of Winnebago and of Potawatomi Indians frequently
camped on the west bank of the Rock River in West Beloit. A band of Winnebago, gathered
here for removal, were encamped here when Caleb Blodgett came to Beloit in 1836
(Cooper’s History of Rock County, p. 24). Others were here in 1837 and other Indians
camped here from time to time in small numbers for many years afterward. A search made
by ourselves failed to locate any evidence of earlier camp sites in likely places along the river
banks between this locality and the Big Hill. In the city such evidence has been destroyed by
the erection of buildings and grading of streets. [Brown and Brown 1929:79]
Also on the west side of the Rock River, just to south of this site, “Garden beds existed near
where the Northwestern depot formerly stood (Brown 1906:375).
Salzer and Serota reported (1976:334) that the site area was “impacted by roads, houses, railroad,
commercial property.” BAS conducted only a windshield survey of the site location in 2004,
confirming its heavily developed nature. Along with Salzer and Serota, we can not determine
whether any traces of the occupations noted by Brown may still exist.
A stone implement or ornament (LMA 2001.1.2), possibly an unfinished tear-drop gorget, was
donated to the Logan Museum in 2001 (Figure 13). It was found at 4th Street and Portand
Avenue before construction of Vic Hansen’s Auto Lot. This location is contained within the
mapped boundaries of the West Beloit site. Therefore, we consider the artifact to be associated
with this site, although it is neither definitively a gorget preform nor necessarily associated with
the Historic era occupations noted by Brown. The object measures 102.2 x 66.3 x 15.8 mm, and
weighs 177.2 grams. A red stain (possibly hematite) can be seen on one face near the pointed end
of the object.
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Figure 13. Possible gorget preform from 47Ro18; both faces (LMA 2001.1.2).
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47Ro22
U.S. 51 Campsite
Town/Range/Section: SW/4, NE/4, NE/4 S. 26, T1N, R12E
This site was first identified by Brown and Brown (1929:83-84) and referenced by Panhorst
(1973) and Salzer and Serota (1976). No survey was conducted within the boundaries of US 51
Campsite during the BAS 2004 survey. The site is located directly north of the intersection of
Henry Ave. and U.S. 51, on the northeast corner. It sits on a low terrace of the Rock River, just
below the eastern bluff line. BAS surveyed a portion of this terrace directly north of the site in
2004 to determine if the site extended to the north. The area tested was within the YMCA
property, just south of Bayliss Road (TaxPin #12610337) on the east side of U.S. 51. No artifacts
were found.
The entire bluff area at this location has been disturbed by construction of the YMCA and its
associated driveway and parking lots. The low wooded terrace just west of the driveway and east
of the U.S. 51 sidewalk appeared relatively undisturbed. One shovel probe transect was
excavated at this location, starting 10 meters south of Bayliss and 15 meters east of the east edge
of the sidewalk. Eight shovel probes were excavated at 10 meter intervals in a north-south
direction. Two additional southern probe loci were not excavated because of a drainageway with
dumped garbage (Probe 9) and a landscaped area covered with shrub brush (Probe 10). Probe 10
would have been located 10 meters north of the woods’ edge, just north of the driveway leading
into the YMCA.
The northern two shovel probes excavated contained a loose, greyish sand overlying a yellow
brown sand. A few gravels were noted within the soil matrix. An abrupt transition between the
two matrices suggests either a plow zone or possible disturbance by stripping and dumping. The
remaining six shovel probes contained relatively intact soils with a dark brown to brown sand
overlying a yellow brown sand. Piles of gravel and asphalt were noted within the survryed area
but only Probes 5 and 6 contained significant amounts of gravel. The terrace on the YMCA
property was found to be relatively intact but lacks any evidence for a northern extension of the
U.S. 51 Campsite. Since there is no change in status of the site, no site update form has been
submitted to the WHS.
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47Ro23
Yost Mound
Town/Range/Section: NW/4 SE/4 S. 11, T. 1 N, R. 12 E
Yost Mound (47Ro23) is located east of U.S. 51 along the toe slope of the eastern bluff of Rock
River. Beloit College student Allan Wells excavated Yost Mound in October, 1963, as a special
project. It is not known who supervised Wells or who helped him excavate.
The mound is linear, measuring about 69 feet north-south by 22 feet wide at the time of
excavation. Wells placed an east-west trench across the widest portion of the northern half of the
mound. Erosion had damaged the southern half of the mound. The trench was 27 feet long by 3
feet wide, divided into 9 pits each measuring 3 feet square. All sediments were screened. Soil
samples were taken at various places from within the trench, including five from Pit 5. One soil
sample was taken of a “basket load.” All soil samples have been kept although no tests have been
conducted on them.
Field notes include a map of the mound showing the location of the trench and pits, a three-page
report by Wells, nine pit forms, and a mound cross-section. Logan Museum files also include
another map of the site, generated by Richard Yerkes on May 10, 1973.
Wells believed the mound lay on a floor of glacial gravel. The only apparent preparation of the
ground prior to mound construction was removal of the surface soil. Wells also believed that the
mound has been heavily affected by erosion, particularly along its west side. Alluvium was
identified overlying the gravel lenses, suggesting that the erosion principally came from
flooding. In respect to the erosion, Wells wrote: “The natural slope of the bluff or the season of
mound construction could be instrumental in causing this differential erosion. A geologist has
told me that the erosion observed on the east side of the mound is almost certainly the result of a
single erosional cycle” (p. 2). Earlier in the paragraph, Wells said that the west side of the mound
“contained considerable amount of rapid erosion and slumping” (p. 2).
Wells’ report and Pit Forms mention only three finds, two of which are bones. One was found
within the backdirt of Pit #3. The other was poorly preserved and found within Pit #4,
horizontally close but vertically separated from a projectile point. Although neither of the bones
are described, Wells wrote, “The structure of the bone hints at human origin but this is hardly
certain” (p. 3). Neither bag containing the bones is labeled as belonging to the Yost Mound; in
fact, all the bags believed to belong to this collection are labeled as the Samuels site
(Blodgett/Turtle Creek Millrace), which was excavated at the same time as Yost. The bones are
likely from Yost and have now been placed in the Yost collection because they had been bagged
separately with little to no provenience information, and no bones except for a bison or cow
scapula were reportedly found at the Samuels site.
The projectile point included in the Yost collection was marked on the bag as belonging to
“Allen Wells special project.” The point is the distal half, broken above the notching if any
existed. No diagnostic characteristics can be found to identify the time period although its
association within the mound suggests a Late Woodland date. The point is made of a
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fossiliferous grey chert of medium quality. It was apparently found within Pit #4 near the poorly
preserved bone. The point and the two bones now are catalogued as LMA 2004.12.
The Yost Mound material also included a substantial amount of unmodified gravel. An inventory
has been completed of this material. All gravel collected during the excavation was weighed and
counted before it was discarded. The majority of the gravel was chert (probably from the glacial
deposits) with small amounts of limestone, granite, and sandstone. Only a small amount of the
gravel (<10%) was water worn.
This site is slightly outside the current city limits.
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47Ro29
Reilly/Lather’s Mound Group; Lather (Reilly) Group
Town/Range/Section: According to GIS location it is (align NE corner) SE 1/4, NE 1/4 and NE
1/4, NE 1/4, SE 1/4 of Section 18 and (align NW corner) SW 1/4, SW
1/4, NW 1/4 and NW 1/4, NW 1/4, SW 1/4 of Section 17,T 1N, R 13E
This site was first recorded by Robert Becker (1913:13-14), who included a photo of one of the
mounds. Becker reported that three mounds were associated with Reilly’s farm (Becker’s
spelling), located in the NE 1/4 of Section 18 and SW 1/4 of Sec. 17, directly across from the
Pierce Group (47Ro138). He placed these mounds as 1/5 mile north of Lathers Mound, which he
identified as a single conical mound located on the west end of Murphy Bridge (the old bridge
for Shopiere Road over Turtle Creek) in the extreme SW 1/4 of Section 17. Becker reported that
when one of the Reilly Group mounds collapsed in 1904 during gravel mining, “four skeletons, 2
strings of blue trade beads, and a number of arrow points were obtained” (Becker 1913:14). The
disposition of these objects is not known.
In 1919, Ira Buell stated “This group [Lathers Group] is described by Mr. Becker as the ‘Riley’
Group, the writer being under the impression that two of the three described are on the Riley
farm” (Buell 1919:136). Buell located four mounds in the NW 1/4, SW 1/4 of Sec. 17 and the SE
1/4, NE 1/4 of Sec. 18. He speculated that Peet may have mentioned the site as containing a
turtle mound (probably Peet 1881; see also Brown 1906:376). Peet’s report actually refers to the
Joint Switch group (47Ro142) or the Totem Park Mounds (47Ro143). By 1919 River Road had
cut the Reilly/Lather’s site in half, disturbing at least one mound. Buell gives no other locational
description for the Reilly mounds but does describe Murphy Mound at the location of Becker’s
Lathers Mound.
Lange and Kristensen (1970) did not mention the Reilly site or 47Ro29. They did discuss the
Lathers Group (47Ro139), which is no longer recorded as a site. The site is located over 0.5
miles west of any previous location (NE 1/4, SW 1/4 of Sec. 18). Lange and Kristensen did state
that the mound group consists of four mounds, 2 linear, 1 conical, and 1 oval. Lange and
Kristensen probably were referring to the Reilly group.
In 1976, Salzer and Serota described both the Lather’s Mound and the Reilly Group using
Becker’s original description from 1913. They placed the Lather’s Mound in a new location
(NW 1/4, SW 1/4, SW 1/4 of Sec. 18). Like Lange and Kristensen, Salzer and Serota mapped the
site further west (although not at Lange and Kristensen’s position) than previously reported.
Salzer and Serota also used Becker’s description to describe the Reilly Group and placed the
group in the same general position as Becker and subsequent writers (SW 1/4, SW 1/4, NW 1/4
Sec. 17. Hackenberger (Johns et al. 1993) made no mention of Reilly Mound; he also paired
Lather’s Mound with the Murphy Mound (47Ro140).
Careful analysis of the previous documentation suggests that the current location of the site on
the state’s GIS file is correct. Lange and Kristensen’s (1970) and Salzer and Serota’s (1976)
Lather’s Mound location should be disregarded.
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The site should be called the Lather’s Group because it has been referred to by this name most
frequently. The name Reilly should be placed in parentheses. This will also avoid confusion with
Murphy Mound (Lathers) 47Ro140, since both sites currently have the word Lather in
parentheses.
The Lather’s (Reilly) Group has been destroyed by gravel mining and the expansion of Creek
Road. See map for 47Ro140.
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47Ro30 (47Ro26)
Weirick/Peck’s Mounds
Town/Range/Section: SW/4, SE/4, SE/4 S.14 & NE/4, SE/4, NW/4, NE/4 S23 & SE/4, SE/4,
SW/4, SE/4 S14, T1N R12E
Peck’s Mounds (47Ro26) should be removed from the database and Weirick Mound Group
(47Ro30) should have the information on Peck’s Mounds added to it because they are the same
mound group.
Stephen D. Peet mentioned Peck’s Mounds in 1881: “Here there are three clusters of mounds—
two clusters on the hill in positions commanding views up and down the river, and another
consisting of two series of tapering mounds, and a number of other mounds” (Peet 1881:97).
Although Peet did not include a map of the group, the site is marked on his map of the Beloit
area (1881:95).
T.H. Lewis mapped the lower two groups in 1888 (Lewis n.d., Roll 4, p. 39B); Peet apparently
had reversed their positions in 1881. Lewis also may also have mapped the upper group (Lewis
n.d., Roll 4, p. 42). Lewis did not name the group but the description and mound placement
match Peet’s. The possible upper group mapped by Lewis has the same number of mounds, but a
different number of types. Lewis indicated this group is located in the SW/4, SE/4 of Section 14
and the NW/4, NE/4 of Section 23, both in T. 1 N., R. 12 E. This is the only 19th-century legal
description of the site and is the same location for the Weirick Mounds (47Ro30) today.
In 1885 Peet published an individual map of Peck’s Mounds (1885:100), but did not name the
group. Peet’s map matches Lewis’s. Peet describes the site as “situated near the banks of Rock
River, on the first terrace, just below the bluff, which forms the second terrace. The group is
composed of two pair of parallel ridges… [O]n the summit of the bluffs, close by, there are two
or three other groups or clusters of emblematic mounds” (1885:99-100). The group appears on
the Beloit area map once again (Peet 1885:101).
In 1898, Peet repeated what he had written and mapped in 1885. In the copy of Peet’s 1898 book
once owned by Charles E. Brown (now owned by Bill Green), the group’s specific map (p. 163)
contains Brown’s handwritten note “Peck’s Mounds/Buell’s Weirick Group,” indicating that
Brown realized the two sites were identical. Brown also pencilled both site names next to the site
on the Beloit regional map (Peet 1898:164).
The only time Peck and Weirick are mentioned as separate mound groups is in Brown’s 1906
publication. Referring to Peet’s reports, Brown listed the Peck group as “Three groups on the
bluffs and bottom lands 3 miles north of Beloit, on Secs. 13 and 24, T. 1. R. 12E” (Brown
1906:374). This was the first published legal description for the site. The western edge of these
sections is located approximately 1/4 mile east of the Rock River, placing all the mounds of the
group on the uplands. That location would be incorect according to Peet’s 1885 site map.
Brown also identified the Weirick site in 1906: “group of mounds 1 mile north of Beloit, S.E. 1/4
Sec. 23” (Brown 1906:374). This is the earliest published mention of a Weirick group. The legal
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description compared to that for Peck’s Mounds is problematic because it puts the sites within a
mile of each other instead of two. Brown obtained the location of the Weirick group in 1905 and
1906 from letter and map from Beloit College professor George Collie (Brown n.d., Reel 11).
Collie stated that the Weirick group is not the same as “Duquy” (Adams/Dugway, 47Ro31);
Collie made no mention of Peck’s mound.
Buell (1919:124-127) described and mapped the Weirick group, providing the basis for Brown’s
penciled notes correlating the Peck’s and Weirick mounds. Brown visited the site in 1928, noting
some damage to mounds since Buell’s survey and recording traces of camp sites in yards along
the Rock River bank near the mounds (Brown and Brown 1929:82).
After Brown, no mention of Peck’s Mounds appeared until Salzer and Serota (1976) and Johns et
al. (1993). Buell (1919) and Lange and Kristensen (1970) mentioned and mapped the Weirick
Mound group; those maps are identical to that of Peet’s Peck’s Mounds. Salzer and Serota
presented a more detailed legal description of the site (SW 1/4, SE 1/4, SE 1/4 of Section 14) and
a UTM coordinate (332800E, 4711800N) although they list the site as being destroyed. No
information is given as to how they choose their legal and UTM location. This is the location that
is currently mapped for Peck’s Mounds in the WHS GIS.
Yerkes mapped the Weirick Mounds in 1973, following closely on Lange and Kristensen’s
mapping. He noted that two mounds had been destroyed over the previous four years and that
only three mounds remained visible (Figure 14). Salzer and Serota (1976) gave legal (NW 1/4,
SE 1/4 of Section 23) and UTM coordinates (332700E, 4710400N) for the Weirick site. That
legal description places most of the site within the Rock River and nearly adjacent to Henderson
Mound (47Ro27). Once again, it is not known how they chose the location of the site.
Hackenberger (Johns et al. 1993) attempted to put an end to the controversy by mapping the
remnants of Weirick and stating that Peck’s Mounds are the “Same site as the Weirick MG (Ro30). Pecks owned the land prior to the Weiricks.” In view of this conclusion and the previously
cited information, Peck’s Mound (47Ro26) should be removed from the site file and the name
added to the Weirick group (47Ro30).
This site was not investigated during the 2004 BAS. It is outside the current city limits. Cursory
inspection from public right of way suggests that the mounds reported as extant in 1993 may still
be present, but further study is needed.
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Figure 14. Map of Weirick/Peck’s Mounds, 47Ro26/30, by Richard Yerkes, 1973.
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47Ro31, 47Ro32
Adams/Dugway(“Duquy”)/Eaton Group
Town/Range/Section: SE/4, SE/4, NE/4 S.26, & NE/4, SE/4 S. 26, T1N, R12E; NW/4, NW/4,
NW/4 S.36, T1N, R12E
The Adams/Dugway (“Duquy”) Mounds site (47Ro31) has also been recorded as the Eaton site
(47Ro32). Only one first-hand description of the Eaton site was published, a posthumously
published report by Professor Samuel Eaton of Beloit College (1884). Brown (1906:374)
mentions the Eaton article but says nothing else about the Eaton mounds in that compilation or in
his later survey report (Brown and Brown 1929).
Eaton stated: “About half a mile north of the college grounds upon the east side of Rock river,
and on a bluff overlooking the river, is a cluster of twelve mounds, somewhat thickly crowded
together. They occupy an area 500 to 600 feet in length and 200 in width, the longer being
parallel with the river…They are figured in Dr. Lapham’s Smithsonian Contributions, Vol. VII,
1855, and are alluded to by him in a brief paragraph p. 33” (Eaton 1884:109-110). Lapham
included only two mound groups from Beloit, the Beloit College Mounds and what is clearly the
Adams Group (Lapham 1855:Plate 55). The identification of Lapham’s Plate 55 as the Adams
Group is based on comparison of mound maps by Lewis (1888), Becker (1913), and Buell
(1919). Hackenberger (Johns et al. 1993) also believed that Eaton Mounds was a duplicate of the
Adams Mounds. The Eaton Mounds site (47Ro32) therefore should be removed from the official
site list and all information incorporated with the Adams site.
The Adams Mounds have been mapped, as noted above by Lapham (actually Lathrop, in 1852),
Lewis, Becker, and Buell, as well as by Peet (1898:254). The site became known as the Dugway
site, in view of the “dug way” of the road through the site. Unfortunately, “Dugway” became
misconstrued as “Duquy” on Peet’s map. Peet also mistakenly located this site “near the waterworks” (Peet 1898:255), conflating it with the Water Tower Mounds (47Ro19). Brown’s
handwritten notes in Peet’s book clearly identify the site as “Dugway” and add “This group
Buell says is the Adams Group and not the Water Tower Group. See Wis. Archeo., V. 18, No. 4,
p. 122.”
Adding to the confusion, Becker (1913:9-11) referred to another Beloit mound group as the
Adams site—this is the Joint Switch Mound Group, 47Ro142. He termed it the Adams Group
because Mrs. Ella D. Adams owned it at the time. Salzer and Serota (1976) also referred to
47Ro142 as the Adams Group.
The Adams Mounds, 47Ro31, have been destroyed entirely or nearly so by industrial and
commercial development. It is possible that traces of the mounds or the nearby camp sites
(Brown and Brown 1929:84-85) may exist in the less disturbed portions of the site on the Beloit
Mall, ABC Supply, or Fairbanks Morse properties.
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47Ro36
McLenegan Group South
Town/Range/Section: E 1/2, SW 1/4, SE 1/4 & W 1/2, SE 1/4, SE 1/4 of Section 19, T. 1N, R.
13E using the SE corner (according to WHS GIS map)
At the time of the 1992 Rock County Indian Mounds Survey (Johns et al. 1993), two mounds
were still intact at this location, although in poor condition due to cultivation. The mounds were
located just off a gravel cul-de-sac at the end of Boulder Lane, within the floodplain on the west
side of Turtle Creek. Since then, a subdivision was built and homes are located at the end of
Boulder Lane. No mounds are visible today. Shovel probes were excavated in an open area
within the Turtle Creek Greenway 15 to 20 meters east of where the mounds stood, on the same
terrace where the mounds stood. Survey results indicate that the entire area was scraped prior to
or during subdivision development with topsoil laid down after building construction. Most soils
were hard packed (possibly due to lack of precipitation) and slightly compacted. Although the A
Horizon 15 meters away from the cut bank of Turtle Creek (Transect 2) extended only to 15 cm,
the A Horizon extended at least 35 cm and deeper just 10 meters to the west (Transect 1).
Medium sized gravels, dense enough to block excavation, were found between 20 and 30 cm in
Transect 2. It is doubtful that any archaeological features would have survived development of
the site.
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47Ro39
State Line Mound Group (Hutchinson Site)
Town/Range/Section: SE/4, SE/4, S. 36, T. 1 N., R. 13 E.
The eight mounds that comprised this group were mapped by Lewis (1888), Peet (1898:253), and
Buell (1919:127-129). A linear and most of an effigy, both destroyed before 1968, were located
within the Beloit city limits, while the remaining mounds are located in Winnebago County,
Illinois (11Wo460). Beloit College professor Frederick Lange (1968) reported on his 1967
excavations within and between four mounds, all in Illinois. Artifacts from these excavations are
housed at the Logan Museum (LMA 17533-17547 and 17921-17923). Richard Yerkes and
Jeffrey Panhorst prepared a sketch map of the site in 1973 (Figure 15).
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Figure 15. Map of State Line Mound Group, 47Ro39, by Richard Yerkes and Jeffrey Panhorst,
1973.
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47Ro41
Hillcrest/Beloit Junction Mound Group
Town/Range/Section: NW/4, SW/4 S.31, T1N, R13E
This site consisted of six mounds, four on the bluff west of the Beloit Junction railroad tracks
and two on a bluff remnant east of the tracks (Buell 1919:129-131). The two eastern mounds
were still extant, though in poor condition, in 1992 (Johns et al. 1993). The four western mounds
had been considered destroyed, though Johns et al. (1993) suggested one or two might be intact.
BAS identified a probable mound in the western portion of the group at 1754 Sherwood Dr. SW.
The mound is located on the south side of Sherwood Drive SW, in the front yard of a residence
built in the 1920’s that was once owned by Harry Moore. The mound measures 11 meters northsouth by 10 meters east-west. The center of the mound is 14 meters west of the eastern property
line, and the northern edge of the mound is 6 meters at 202 degrees (same as the current
driveway) off of Sherwood Drive. The eastern edge of the mound is just off the western berm of
the driveway.
Land owners James and Vickie Fisher granted permission for BAS to test the area around this
mound. In order to determine if the mound was natural or cultural, shovel probes were placed 3
meters from the mound in the cardinal directions except for east, due to the location of the
driveway. A soil change was identified in all three probes between 22 and 25 cm below ground
surface. The change from brown silt loam to yellow brown silty clay loam was abrupt, similar to
a plow zone. Gravel was found within the excavated zones but decreased with depth. No
prehistoric material was collected, although one cut nail was found in the southern probe. No
evidence of massive disturbance within the yard was identified, and the property owners said that
the mound had always been there. At this time, the mound should be considered likely cultural
and prehistoric. It is probably the feature marked as Mound 2 on Becker’s 1912 map (Figure 16).
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Figure 17. Map of Hillcrest Mounds, 47Ro41, by Robert G. Becker, 1912. Mound found during
2004 BAS is probably Mound 2 (Brown n.d., Box 38, Reel 11).
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47Ro140
Murphy Mound Group/Lather’s Mound
Town/Range/Section: According to WHS GIS location it is (align NE corner) Center of E 1/2,
SE 1/4, SE 1/4 of Section 18 and (align NW corner) Center of W 1/2, SW
1/4, SW 1/4 of Section 17, T 1N, R 13E
Robert Becker first identified the Murphy Group. He reported “One well preserved mound and
the remnants of three others” and placed the group in the SE 1/4 of Section 18 (Becker 1913:13).
This is also the location of the western end of Murphy’s Bridge, the original Shopiere Road
bridge over Turtle Creek. Becker also identified the Lathers Mound “near the west end of the
Lathers Bridge [same as Murphy’s Bridge], on the edge of the bluff” (Becker 1913:13).
Although he placed Lathers Mound in the extreme southwest corner of Section 17, it is adjacent
to the Murphy Group (Figure 17).
Buell (1919:136) applied the name Lathers to the Reilly Group (47Ro29). Buell also described
the Murphy Group, placing it in the same location of Becker and elaborating on the setting: “The
angling road cuts off the S. E. corner of Section 18 and the triangle between highway [Shopiere
Road], section line, and creek is occupied by wood and pasture land. A group of mounds lies
close to the terrace edge in this uncultivated area” (Buell 1919:135). Buell stated that Becker
counted five mounds including a conical mound in the corner of Lather’s field. He also stated
that Becker’s Lathers Mound was north of the west end of the bridge and part of the Murphy
Group. Only one mound remained undisturbed in 1919. The mound previously described as
Lathers Mound had been disturbed by gravel pit and road excavation.
The site continued to be known as the Murphy Group in 1970 when Lange and Kristensen
(1970:46) stated that the seven mounds described by Buell (he wrote about 5) had been
destroyed. They placed the site in the SE 1/4, SE 1/4 of Section 18, corresponding with Becker’s
and Buell’s locations.
Salzer and Serota (1976) located the Murphy Mound Group 1/4 mile west of the previous
locations of the site off the terrace of the yard surrounding Schuster School on the north side of
West Hart Road (SE 1/4, SW 1/4, SE 1/4 Section 18; UTM coordinate 335700E, 4711500N).
This is considered an erroneous location. Salzer and Serota also described Lather’s Mound; it is
actually Reilly Mound (47Ro29).
Hackenberger (Johns et al. 1993) described the Murphy/Lather’s Mound Group, placing the site
in the center of the W 1/2, SW 1/4, SW 1/4 Section 17 and the center of the E 1/2, SE 1/4, SE 1/4
Section 18. The description for Section 18 is correct but Section 17 description should be
disregarded because the mound group has always been described as being west of Turtle Creek.
No mounds were identified during the 1993 survey and the site was thought destroyed.
During the 2004 BAS, a pedestrian survey of the area thought to contain Murphy Mound Group
revealed that two possible mounds might have survived. One is located north of the residence, on
the east side of Creek Road, north of the intersection of Shopiere Road and Creek Road (align
NE corner in the E 1/2, SE 1/4, SE 1/4 of Section 18). This mound has a >75-year-old tree
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growing out and is situated at the end of a high terrace that is truncated by Creek Road. The other
possible mound is located on the floodplain at the west end of where Murphy/Lathers Bridge
once stood. This feature was first thought to be a relict dump pile created by the razing of
Murphy/Lathers Bridge. Its location seems to match that given by Becker (1913:13) and Buell
(1919:135-136) of the single mound described as Lathers Mound.

Figure 17. Locations of Murphy Mound Group/Lather’s Mound, 47Ro140, and Lathers Group
(Reilly/Lathers Mound Group, 47Ro29). Shopiere 7.5' USGS Quadrangle Map.
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47Ro141
McLenegan Group North
Town/Range/Section: NW/4, SE/4 S19, T1N, R13E
Becker (1913:12-13) reported the McLenegan North mounds. Only one mound of this group
survived into the 1920s. It was located in a farm yard. Within the last 15 years, a Seventh Day
Adventist Church was built adjacent to this mound (Figures 18-20). The mound remains intact in
the front yard of the church and is clearly visible from Cranston Road. The site is bisected by
Cranston Road, with the remaining mound located south of the road.
To locate any associated habitation material, BAS excavated shovel probes around the mound at
5 meter intervals, keeping at least 5 meters away from the mound at all time (BAS field #49).
Eleven shovel probes were excavated north of the mound, along Cranston Road and Oxford
Lane, while 21 probes were excavated south of the mound, within the front yard of the church
(Figure 18). No precontact artifacts were found, but historic and recent artifacts such as coal,
nails, glass, ceramics, and cellophane were encountered, mostly in the northern probes. Most of
the excavated probes encountered disturbed, heavily mottled soils with pea gravel. The
disturbance around the mound seems to relate to historic features and activities associated with
the farmstead that once stood at this location. Disturbance along the east side of the site, along
Cranston Road, was probably caused by the construction of the road.
The remaining mound at the site is believed to be intact. This conclusion is based on surface
inspection only; no attempt was made to test the mound itself. Any precontact habitation site
near the mound would have been destroyed through development. It is not known whether any
such site ever existed near the mound.
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Figure 18. Sketch map drawn in 1973 by Richard Yerkes of McLenegan Group North, 47Ro141,
overlain with updated information on streets and shovel probe transects from the 2004 BAS.
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Figure 19. View of the remaining mound at McLenegan Group North, 47Ro141, looking eastnortheast to Cranston Road. Eastern side of Seventh Day Adventist Church is at right edge.

Figure 20. View of McLenegan Group North, 47Ro141, from Cranston Road looking northwest;
mound is behind large tree in foreground. West side of Seventh Day Adventist Church at left.
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47Ro142
Joint Switch Group
Town/Range/Section: SE ¼ Section 25, T1N, R12E
This site was known for years as Beloit’s largest and most impressive mound group. Its ca. 35
mounds included effigies, linears, and conicals. Some reports refer to 39 mounds, but this count
includes the four mounds north of the site that have been recorded as the separate Totem Park
(Strong-Partridge) Mounds, 47Ro143. The Joint Switch Group was the subject of descriptions
and maps by Lewis (1888), Peet (1881:99-100—“Turtle Bluff Mounds”; 1898:251), Becker
(1913:9-11—“Adams Group”; see Figure 21), and Buell (1919:130-132). Industrial and
residential development reportedly destroyed all of the mounds (Lange and Kristensen 1970:4546), though Yerkes’ 1973 map (Figure 22) suggests some remnants of disturbed mounds may
have survived in the southeastern part of the site. Hackenberger (Johns et al. 1993:16) noted no
mounds in that area but found two surviving mounds in yards of residences in the western part of
the site.
In 2004, BAS identified four possible mounds west of and along Prairie Avenue, in the western
part of the site. Three mounds are located within front yards of residences while the fourth (only
partially intact) is located on a terrace at the intersection of Randall Street and Yates Avenue.
Soil coring is needed to verify their status; BAS did not receive permission to conduct further
studies of these mounds. The three mounds in yards are located: (1) just south of the residence at
1512 Randall Street, (2) near the fourth residence west of Prairie Avenue on the north side of
Switch Track Alley, and (3) on the east side of Prairie Avenue just north of the tracks, where the
front porch of the house is built directly into the mound. The site boundaries of 47Ro142 should
be expanded to the west and north to include these probable mounds (Figure 23).
The three mounds west of Prairie Avenue apparently belong to the western arch or line of nine
conical mounds that Peet had mapped. Buell noted that eight of these mounds were still visible in
1919 and that they were unusually large—“40 to 50 feet across” (Buell 1919:132). The mound
on the east side of Prairie Avenue may be one of the mounds Peet mapped north of the tracks and
west of the effigy mounds. Many of these mounds had been disturbed by 1919 according to
Buell. Unfortunately, neither Becker’s 1912 manuscript map (Figure 21) nor the published
version (Becker 1913:10) included mounds in this part of the group.
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Figure 21. Map of southeast part of Joint Switch Group, 47Ro142, by Robert G. Becker, 1912.
For published version see Becker (1913:10). (Brown n.d., Box 38, Reel 11).
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Figure 22. Sketch map of southeast part of Joint Switch Group, 47Ro142, by Richard Yerkes,
1973.
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Figure 23. Beloit 7.5’ USGS quadrangle map showing previous and expanded site boundaries for
Joint Switch Group, 47Ro142.
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47Ro143
Partridge/Strong/Totem Park Group
Town/Range/Section: SW/4, SW/4, NW/4, S.30, T1N, R13E
This site has been known as the Partridge and Strong Mounds but is familiar to Beloit residents
as the Totem Park Mound Group. It is located in a small city park known as Totem Park, at the
end of Totem Road. As a result of the Rock County Indian Mounds Survey (Johns et al. 1993),
the site was nominated to and listed on the National Register of Historic Places. The site’s four
mounds (two conicals, one oval/linear, and one long-tailed “turtle” effigy) are well documented
(e.g., Becker 1913:11-12), and three are in good condition thanks to volunteer work, particularly
by Brad McNely of the Beloit Park, Recreation, and Conservation Commission. The
northernmost mound has been damaged and should be cleared of debris.
In order to find evidence of any adjacent habitation site, BAS surveyed the open, grass covered
off-mound areas within Totem Park by excavating shovel probes at 5 meter intervals. No probe
was placed within 5 meters of any mound. All soils were screened through ¼-inch wire mesh,
and soil profiles and artifacts recovered from each hole were recorded on shovel probe forms.
Additional probes were placed on the cardinal directions from any probe that contained artifacts;
if an adjacent probe was also positive, no additional probes were placed in that direction.
Volunteers directed by Pfannkuche assisted in shovel-probing.
Thirty-two probes within the park (BAS Fields 12-A and 13-A) contained artifacts (Figure 24).
Recovered specimens have been catalogued as LMA 2004.47.1 through 2004.47.32. Artifacts
include 4 ceramic sherds (2 early Late Woodland, 1 possible Late Woodland, and 1 Woodland),
2 biface fragments, 1 retouched flake, 33 flakes, 21 flake fragments, 6 blocky fragments, 1 core,
and 1 fire cracked rock. Also, 76 fragments of bone were recovered (Table 5). Artifacts were
concentrated west and south of the effigy mound (the group’s southernmost mound), between the
effigy mound and the two mounds to the north, and in the northwest corner of the park.
Additional probes to the west of the adjoining oval/linear and conical mounds could not be
conducted at the time of the survey because of a downed tree lying across the northern of those
two mounds. Lithics were mostly Galena-Platteville chert that can be found locally within the
Rock River valley. Burlington chert was used occasionally as well as a possible chalcedony.
Most of the bone fragments were recovered from two shovel probes: Transect 11, Probe 9 (n=
10) and Transect 4, Probe 4 (n= 59). The bones from these probes were predominantly calcined
and can not be identified. The five bone fragments from Transect 9, Probe 4 may exhibit saw
cuts and are probably historic in origin.
The four pottery sherds constitute the only time-diagnostic material recovered during the survey
(Figure 25). On the basis of their surface treatment (widely spaced, smoothed over, thin strand
cord marking), two of the sherds date to the early Late Woodland period, ca. A.D. 300-600.
These sherds were found in Transect 4, Probe 4, the same probe with the largest number of bone
fragments. The location of this probe near the effigy mound suggests that the site was used prior
to the construction of that mound since the ceramics pre-date the Effigy Mound culture (ca. A.D.
700-1100). It is possible that the conical and oval/linear mounds were built first and the area
surrounding the effigy mound was used as a campsite during the early Late Woodland. As the
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Late Woodland progressed, the effigy mound was added to the group and the habitation site was
moved.

Figure 24. Sketch map of BAS 2004 survey at Totem Park Mounds, 47Ro143. Note: one conical
mound in this group is off the map to the northeast.
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Figure 25. Woodland pottery sherds from 2004 BAS survey of Totem Park Mounds site,
47Ro143.
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Table 5. Inventory of artifacts recovered during BAS 2004 survey at Totem Park Mounds,
47Ro143.
Transect
2
2

Probe
2
2 1W

2

3

2
3
3

3 1S
3
5

3
4
4
4

5 1N
1
3
4

6
6
7
5
6
7
7

1
1 1S
2
1
1
2
2 1N

7
8
9
9
9
9
10
10

2 1W
1 1E
4
8
10
11
4
4 1N

11
11

9
10

11
12

12
2

12

3

15
16

2
2

Quantity
1
1
2
1
5
4
1
5
3
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
59
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
5
1
1
1
2
1
2
10
5
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

LMA Catalogue #
2004.47.1
2004.47.2.1
2004.47.2.2-.3
2004.47.2.4
2004.47.3.1-.5
2004.47.3.6-.9
2004.47.3.10
2004.47.4.1-.5
2004.47.5.1-.3
2004.47.6.1
2004.47.6.2
2004.47.6.3
2004.47.7
2004.47.8
2004.47.9.1-.2
2004.47.10.1
2004.47.10.2
2004.47.10.3-61
2004.47.11
2004.47.12
2004.47.13.1-.2
2004.47.14.1-.2
2004.47.15
2004.47.16
2004.47.17.1
2004.47.17.2-.3
2004.47.17.4-.5
2004.47.18
2004.47.19
2004.47.20.1-.5
2004.47.21
2004.47.22
2004.47.23
2004.47.24.1-.2
2004.47.25.1
2004.47.25.2-.3
2004.47.26.1-.10
2004.47.27.1-.5
2004.47.27.6-.8
2004.47.28
2004.47.29.1
2004.47.29.2
2004.47.30.1
2004.47.30.2
2004.47.31
2004.47.32.1
2004.47.32.2

Description
flake
flake
flake fragments
blocky
flakes
flake fragments
blocky
flakes
flake fragments
flake
flake fragment
bone (0.2 g)
flake
tool (biface fragment)
flakes
rim sherd (early Late Woodland)
body sherd (early Late Woodland)
bones (mostly calcined)
flake
flake
flakes
flake fragments
tool (retouched flake fragment, lateral edge)
flake
body sherd (possible Late Woodland)
flakes
blocky fragments
core
flake fragment
bones (Zone 1; probably 1 piece, saw cut), 3.0 g
flake
body sherd (Woodland)
tool (broken biface)
flakes
flake
flake fragments
bone (mostly calcined), 2.4 g
flakes
flake fragments
bone
flake
possible fire-cracked rock
flake fragment
blocky
flake
flake fragment
blocky
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47Ro144
Whitfield Campsite
Town/Range/Section: SE/4, SW/4 Section 30, T 1N, R 13E
This site has been listed in the WHS Archaeological Site Inventory as a campsite and mound. No
mounds were found on the property during the BAS survey even though there has been very little
disturbance. Review of the documentary record indicates that no mounds ever existed on this
site. Reference to the site as a mound group should be deleted. It is believed (Amy Roseborough,
personal communication, July 22, 2004) that Charles E. Brown referred to mounds on the site
when he stated that there were “mounds on the west side of Turtle Creek on the bluff and terrace,
N.E. 1/4 Sec. 30” (Brown 1906:376, citing Peet 1881:99). Peet’s cited narrative relates not to a
certain group in any particular quarter-section but to several mound sites west of Turtle Creek,
most likely 47Ro142 and 47Ro143. The location given by Brown, which itself was simply a best
guess based on Peet’s vague descriptions, is over half a mile northeast of the Whitfield Campsite.
To represent what he thought Peet meant, Brown plotted a mound in the NE 1/4 of Section 30,
north of Turtle Creek, on his Wisconsin Archaeological Atlas plat maps (originals located at
WHS). However, Brown marked only a campsite at the Whitfield site location in the SW 1/4 of
that section, and he did so on the basis of Becker’s (1913:17) original report on the Whitfield
Camp Site. According to Becker, “Many arrowheads and spearpoints have been secured” from
the Whitfield site.
The Whitfield Campsite rings a shallow upland depression on the bluff above the confluence of
Springbrook Creek and Turtle Creek. The site area is currently a grassy lawn and field within
Leeson Park. A park road surrounds most of the site except the northwest corner (Figure 26).
Prior to being made a park in 1930, the site area may have been an agricultural field. Survey
work in 1973 produced a map showing where a few artifacts were found on the surface (Figure
27). The site was covered by sod and no shovel probes or other subsurface investigations were
conducted at the time (Robert Salzer, personal communication to Pfannkuche, 7-18-04). Besides
a few recent artifacts that probably represent normal picnic activities at the park since 1930 (1
coal and 5 iron rust fragments), only three artifacts from the 1973 collection can be classified as
cultural: a flake, a heat treated flake fragment, and a blocky fragment. These thee artifacts, along
with the historic material, have been assigned LMA catalogue numbers 2004.15.1 through
2004.15.3. Non-cultural material from 1973 was weighed, counted, and discarded.
The site was resurveyed during the 2004 BAS. The entire site area as depicted in the WHS GIS
records was systematically surveyed by shovel probing at 15 meter intervals in north-south
transects. This area is the center of an enclosed driving circle on top of the bluff in the southwest
corner of Leeson Park. Springbrook Creek is located at the base of the bluff to the north and
west. One shovel probe was placed north of the circle drive, in a flat, mowed area, to see if the
site extends beyond the drive. Soils were disturbed (full of gravel) at this location. Shovel probes
were also placed on a flat, mowed area west of the circle drive and south of the western road that
leads to the entrance of the park. For the regular transects, shovel-probing methods and
placement were the same as applied at all other BAS site locations.
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Shovel probing recovered 86 artifacts in 32 positive probes including original and hot probes.
Catalogue numbers assigned are LMA 2004.45.1 through 2004.45.32. Artifact types are: 31
flakes, 14 flake fragments, 5 blocky fragments, 20 possible fire-cracked rocks, 11 potsherds, and
5 faunal remains (Table 6). Artifacts were found in two concentrations: on and adjacent to the
south slope of a ridge in the northern part of the site and on top of a southern ridge. Most
artifacts were found in the northwest corner of the site (Area 3-A); a small scatter of artifacts was
found on the eastern edge of the north ridge and along the south ridge (Area 3-B). Potsherds are
the only diagnostic artifacts recovered from the site; they include Woodland and possible Late
Woodland sherds (Figure 28).
No significant plow zone was identified in the shovel probes. The gradual transition zone from
the A to the B horizon is 5-8 cm thick. The site was probably plowed in the past (lack of
compaction of A Horizon suggests it was not grazed) but was set aside as a park prior to deep
plowing with modern machinery. Therefore, there is a good chance of finding intact deposits that
escaped this minimal disturbance.
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Figure 26. Sketch map of Whitfield Campsite, 47Ro144, BAS 2004 survey.
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Figure 27. Sketch map of Whitfield Campsite, 47Ro144, by Richard Yerkes and Jeffrey
Panhorst, 1973.
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Figure 28. Woodland pottery sherds from BAS 2004 survey of Whitfield Campsite, 47Ro144.
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Table 6. Inventory of artifacts recovered during BAS survey of 47Ro144, Whitfield Campsite.
Field ID
3-A

3-B

Transect
0
0

Probe
0
1

0

2

0

2 1NW

0

2 2NW

1

2

1

2 1W

1

2 2W

1
1

2 2W 1N
2 2W 2N

1

2 2W 3N

1

2 2W 4N

1
1

4
4 1W

1

4 2W

1
1

4 1S
4 2S

2
2

2
3

2

4

2
3

4 1S
3

3
4
5
6

4
11
13
13

6
3

13 1E
8

3

8 1S

4

6

6
7

6
5

Quantity
1
2
2
3
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
3
1
4
2
1
6
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2

Description
flake
flakes
pot sherds
possible fire-cracked rock
pot sherd
flake
flake fragment
possible fire-cracked rock
blocky
pot sherd
possible fire-cracked rock
flakes
pot sherds
flake
flake fragment
blockies
possible fire-cracked rock (re-fits)
blockies
flake fragment
flakes
pot sherd
flakes
pot sherds
possible fire-cracked rock
flakes
possible fire-cracked rock
flake
possible fire-cracked rock
flake fragment
flake fragment
possible fire-cracked rock
pot sherds
flake
possible fire-cracked rock
flake
flake fragment
flake fragment
possible fire-cracked rock
flake fragment
possible fire-cracked rock
flake fragment
flake fragment
possible fire-cracked rock
calcined bone
flake
flake
flakes
possible fire-cracked rock
flake
possible fire-cracked rock
flake fragment
possible fire-cracked rock
flake fragment
flakes
possible fire-cracked rock
flake
mussel shell fragments
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47Ro211
Walsh Site
Town/Range/Section: NE/4 of SE/4 of Section 36, T. 1N, R. 12E
The Walsh site has been difficult to document and relocate. BAS conducted a shovel probe
survey in various places though to coincide with the Walsh site within the Beloit College
Athletic Fields and the Mandell property at 1826 Sherwood Drive SW. Areas surveyed included
terraces within the Turtle Creek floodplain and along the northern and eastern edges of the
athletic fields (Figure 29). The tested terraces (Transect 1 and 2) were on the Mandell property.
Shovel probes there were excavated 10 meters apart. Dark brown sandy loam was found to a
depth of 45 cm. Four shovel probes were placed at the athletic fields, along the borders of
prepared playing surfaces. Shovel probes revealed evidence of disturbance by grading or
dumping. Most of the area was disturbed when the fields were built. No cultural material was
collected during the 2004 survey.
On the basis of the 1973 recovery of a full grooved maul or axe and a few purported flakes
Salzer and Serota (1976) suggested that the site is a campsite (Figures 30, 31). Reanalysis of this
material, curated at the Logan Museum, suggests that the chert material consists of natural
gravels. The 20 chert objects exhibit little evidence of being culturally shaped. Many pieces
contain plow scars or potlids. Fourteen chert pieces (43.3 g) were discarded as natural gravel.
The remaining six chert pieces were kept as samples (LMA 2004.17.2-.7). They are recorded as
possibly being blocky fragments, but are probably natural gravels. One object found by Panhorst
in 1973 (2004.17.1) is a metamorphic rock worked into a grooved maul or axe. The bit is slightly
pitted, probably due to use. The site should be redefined as an Isolated Find because the only
cultural material recovered was the grooved maul, which probably dates to the Archaic era.
UTM coordinates given by Salzer and Serota (1976) are E334100, N4707200. This would place
the site approximately 180 meters west of the western edge of the legal description boundary. At
this time, it cannot be determined which is correct, the UTM information or the legal description.
Salzer and Serota suggested that the Walsh site may be a continuation of the Schulz campsite
(Ro-148). The Walsh site is currently mapped 300 meters southwest of the Schulz site and over
900 meters away from its recorded UTM coordinates. Current mapping of the site in the WHS
files places its location conterminous with 47Ro217 (Indian Cornfield). For additional updates
on the Walsh site, see the discussion under 47Ro217.
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Figure 29. Sketch map of BAS 2004 survey of Walsh site (47Ro211) and Indian Cornfields
(47Ro217).
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Figure 30. Sketch map of surveyed area and grooved maul or axe find spot at Walsh site,
47Ro211. Richard Yerkes and Jeffrey Panhorst, 1973
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Figure 31. Drawing and photos of grooved maul or axe found at Walsh site, 47Ro211 (LMA
2004.17.1.).
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47Ro213
Moore Site
Town/Range/Section: NW/4 of NW/4 of SW/4 Section 17, T. 1N, R. 13E
Beloit College archaeologists learned about this site from a local artifact collector and visited the
site in 1973 (Panhorst 1973; Salzer and Serota 1976; Figure 32). Several artifacts were collected
from the ground surface at that time (catalogued as LMA 2004.18). Ceramics (n= 5) indicate that
the site is Woodland (Figure 33). One sherd is early Late Woodland while another is probably
from the Late Woodland. No diagnostic lithics were recovered in 1973 but the presence of chert
cores and broken bifaces suggest that tool production or resharpening occurred at the site.
Residential development and acquisition for recreational use occurred at the Moore site since
1973. The southern half of the site now lies within the City of Beloit’s Turtle Creek Greenway,
while the northern half lies within a residential property. A shovel probe located on the boundary
between the park land and the residential property indicates possible soil disturbance. Soils
within the Turtle Creek Greenway indicated an Ap (plow zone) overlying a B Horizon at ca. 20
to 25 cm below ground surface. Three transects of shovel probes were excavated with probes
spaced at 10 meter intervals. Transects were excavated in north-south directions. Transect 1,
Probe 1 started 50 meters west of Shopiere Road and 15 meters south of the Greenway’s
northern boundary. All soils were screened through ¼-inch wire mesh and soil profiles and
artifacts recovered from each hole were recorded on shovel probe forms. Additional (“hot”)
probes were placed on the cardinal directions from any probe that contained artifacts. One
original shovel probe contained artifacts (Transect 2, Probe 2) and seven hot probes contained
artifacts.
Thirteen artifacts were recovered from the eight positive probes (Table 7; cat. LMA 2004.55.1
through 2004.55.8). The artifacts consist of two flakes, nine flake fragments, and two blocky
fragments (Figure 34). Nearly half of the collection of lithics is made of Galena-Platteville chert
while one piece is made from Burlington chert. The rest of the chert making up the collection
cannot be identified. No diagnostic material was collected during the survey, and nothing
contradicting the older collection’s Woodland affiliation was found.
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Figure 32. Sketch map of Moore site, 47Ro213, by Richard Yerkes, 1973. Northern area of site
outlined in black was destroyed before 2004 by residential development. Oval area shows
location of positive 2004 BAS shovel probes.
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Figure 33. Woodland pottery sherds from the Moore site, 47Ro213; 1973 collection (LMA
2004.18).
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Figure 34. Lithic artifacts from BAS 2004 survey of the Moore site, 47Ro213. LMA 2004.55.18; specimens arranged in catalogue number order from left to right and top to bottom.

Table 7. Inventory of BAS collection from the Moore site, 47Ro213.
Field ID
42

Transect
2

Probe
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1 1N
1 2N
1 3N
1 1S
1 2S
1 1W
1 1E

Quantity
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
2
1

LMA Cat. #
2004.55.1.1
2004.55.1.2
2004.55.2
2004.55.3.1-.4
2004.55.4
2004.55.5
2004.55.6
2004.55.7.1-.2
2004.55.8
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Description
Flake
Flake fragment
Flake
Flake fragments
Flake fragment
Flake fragment
Flake fragment
Blocky fragments
Flake fragment

47Ro216
Town/Range/Section: SE/4, NW/4, SW/4 and SW/4, SW/4 and W/2 SE/4 SW/4 of Section 17
and NW/4, NE/4 NW/4 of Section 20 in T 1 North, R 13 East according
to GIS site location.
This site was originally reported by Salzer and Serota (1976: 324) as follows:
2) A site was reported by a local collector to be found in the SW 1/4 of the SW 1/4 of
Section 17, and in the NW 1/4 and the NE 1/4 of the NW 1/4 of Section 20, T1N, R13E. It is
situated west of Shopiere Road [actually it is to the east] and is presently in corn, although a
portion of it was said to continue into the adjacent woodlot.
On-site inspection consisted of pedestrian survey and shovel-testing. These failed to produce
data to confirm the location of this site. It is possible that we had been directed to an
erroneous location.
Email communication with Amy Rosebrough of WHS indicated that the only information known
on the site is from the ASI card which cites Salzer and Serota. As quoted above, that report
questions the validity of the site location. Today a subdivision occupies the entire site area.
Although Salzer and Serota mention a collector with artifacts from this location, no information
is known on the collector or what was in the collection. Other references to private collections by
Salzer and Serota usually cite the collector’s name and the material found. The absence of
information on the collector suggests that Salzer and Serota did not examine the collection.
Because of the lack of any verification that a site was present at this location, and Salzer and
Serota’s belief that they may have been led to an erroneous location, we recommend removing
the site from the WHS database. Because of the presence of the subdivision, the 2004 BAS did
not conduct any field work at the site.
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47Ro217
Indian Cornfields
Town/Range/Section: SE/4 of Section 36, T.1N, R. 12E
Peet supplied an early mention of the Indian Cornfields site: “There were corn fields on the
bottom of Turtle Creek, near where the athletic grounds are at present” (Peet 1898:391). Around
that time, the Beloit College athletic fields were located within the E/2 of the NW/4 of the SE/4
of Section 36. Total size of the field was 12-14 acres, located along the western portion of the
modern complex where the practice field, stadium, and track/football field are located. In the
early 20th century, the bottoms of Turtle Creek in the vicinity of the athletic fields were owned
by W.N. & M. A. Shepard north of the railroad and John Strasburg south of the railroad. Peet’s
mention of the athletic fields, which are located north of the railroad, suggests that the Indian
Cornfields also were north of the railroad, within the NE /4 of the SE /4 of Section 36. Brown
plotted the Indian Cornfields on his Wisconsin Archaeological Atlas plat map of Beloit
Township (ca. 1925) along the boundary line between the NW/4 and SW/4 of Section 36, west
of Wisconsin Avenue, directly adjacent to Beloit College. This location is wrong. Brown
probably plotted the fields next to the campus because he was unaware the athletic fields were
not on campus. Becker (1913) mentioned the Indian Cornfields and cites Peet, adding the correct
legal description of SE 1/4 of Section 36. Salzer and Serota (1976) also list this legal location.
During the 1987 archaeological survey of the Beloit wastewater treatment conveyance facilities,
Great Lakes Archaeological Research Center, Inc., found a precontact habitation site and
identified it as a possible new component of 47Ro217 (Overstreet and Bruhy 1987). The artifacts
found in 1987 were recovered within Section 31, Turtle Township, in an agricultural field, within
the boundaries of 47Ro211 and 47Ro217, as well as in the extreme southwestern corner of the
mapped boundaries of the Beloit Junction/Hillcrest Site (47Ro41). Overstreet and Bruhy
believed the artifacts indicated a probable “Waukesha Focus (phase) Middle Woodland
component that should date to approximately 100 B.C. to A.D. 100. This of course is based on
the occurrence of large side-scrapers and the very high frequency of thermally altered raw
material” (Overstreet and Bruhy 1987:18-19). Although this location does not match the legal or
UTM description for the Walsh site, Art Walsh owned the agricultural field containing the site in
the 1970s. The site found by GLARC should therefore be considered a component of the Walsh
site (47Ro211), and may even be considered the correct location of the Walsh site.
BAS surveyed portions of the Beloit College athletic fields and adjacent property to the north;
both locations are included within the Walsh and Indian Cornfields sites as mapped in the WHS
site files. (For details, see discussion under 47Ro211.) Visual inspection of the athletic fields
suggests the area was significantly disturbed during construction. No topographic variability can
be seen throughout the field; it is perfectly flat. Irrigation pipes underlie the field. A wooded area
of approximately 9 acres is located at the eastern edge of the fields. This area exhibits trees under
35 years old, dirt and tree dumps, thick underbrush, and gravel fill, indicating disturbance related
to field construction and maintenance. Four shovel probes were placed along the western edges
of the athletic fields. Most of the holes contained gravel; all contained some fill. It is unlikely
that any archaeological resources survived the development of the athletic fields.
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47Ro219
Winnebago Council House
Town/Range/Section: SW/4, SW/4, SW/4 of Section 17, T 1N, R 13E
Historical records document the existence of this site, but its location has not been confirmed by
archaeological survey or testing. After reviewing the site’s documentary record, we discuss the
2004 BAS efforts to locate the site.
Luebke (1985:6):
The council house was evidently a prominent meeting place for the Indians of the area. Its
origin is unknown. Writing about 1900, Barett Smith located it on the west bank of Turtle
Creek near Bennett’s Bridge on Shopiere Road at the northeast edge of Beloit:
This Council House stood a little north of the west end of the bridge, where it now
stands. It was about 18 x 30 feet in size and 8 or 10 feet high, built of posts and poles,
and covered with bark, both sides and roof, and was a very comfortable shelter.1
However, Smith wrote later that Humphrey Clark said the council house stood about a mile
north of Bennett’s Bridge on the west bank, and added:
It was surrounded by about two feet deep of debris, consisting of corn cobs, bones, and
remains of Indian feasts.2
Still later, without naming her source, Annie McLenegan also placed the council house near
the bridge:
…It stood on the high bluff where the present successor to the old Bennett-Murphy house
now is and commanded a view of the Turtle Valley from Tiffany to near Beloit…Shopiere
Road was then an ancient Indian trail, which led from the council-house down the steep
bluff and plunged across the creek where the bridge used to be. For many years, this was
a ford for the pioneers as it had been for the Indians.3
The exact role of the council house in the lives of the Indians of the area is not known. One
early account states the country was covered with trails leading in every direction from it.4
Barrett H. Smith files at Beloit Historical Society:
Smith may be second generation in the vicinity of Beloit. He was an editor of the Beloit Journal
and after the Civil War lived near Shopiere. One of his sources is Issac T. Smith, who wrote in
his 1836 diary about meeting Caleb Blodgett and encountering Joseph Tebo. Smith made the
following notes in his copy of “Plat Book of Rock County” that is dated 1904. The information
seems to be from Smith’s own memory or from his acquaintances.
At the ‘Murphy Bridge,’ was in 1837, the site of an Indian council house, made of logs and
bark. This was a landmark of the wilderness to the pioneers. On its site, was built by Merritt
1

This is from Beloit Free Press, November 2, 1899.
This is from Shopiere History, page 104. Humphrey Clark arrived in Beloit in 1838 (Book of
Beloit by Beloit Daily News 1936:12).
3
This is from Notes on Turtle and the Blackhawk War (c.1935), Beloit Historical Society; Annie
McLenegan was a member of the McLenegan family that owned the property containing both the
McLenegan South (47Ro36) and McLenegan North (47Ro141) mound groups.
4
This is from Shopiere History.
2
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Bostwick the house, part of which still stands. It was built on the site, (about) of this Indian
house. About it were old Indian graves. The Murphy family used to find many arrowheads
when plowing in the fields of the farm.
Peet (1898:391):
A council house built of bark, forty feet square, with poles in the center supporting the roof,
stood near Turtle Creek where the road to Shopiere crosses the creek, with wigwams
standing around it. There were trails which led to Rockton and to Janesville, on each side of
the river.
Brown (1906:376):
Council house stood near Turtle Creek, where it is crossed by the road to Shopiere.
Mentioned by S. D. Peet, Preh. Am., vol 2 (1898), p.391.
Becker (1913:20):
But little is known regarding the old Indian Council House which stood near Turtle Creek,
and which has never been definitely located. Mr. Barret Smith locates it in the extreme SW
1/4 of Section 17, on the C. Lathers' farm, on the west bank of the Creek. Mr. Smith’s
authority for placing it here is in early settlers (who saw the remains of the Council House),
namely—Mr. J. Swingle and Mr. Bostwich, who settled near in this region in 1837.
Reference: Prehistoric America, Vol. II (1898), page 391.
Charles E. Brown (1920s):
Brown’s Wisconsin Archaeological Atlas plat map marks the Council House in the extreme SW
corner of Section 17 on the east side of Turtle Creek and just south of the old Shopiere Road
bridge over Turtle Creek.
Brown and Brown (1929:86-87):
A council house built of bark, forty feet square, with poles in the center supporting the roof,
stood near Turtle Creek, where the road to Shopiere crosses the creek with wigwams around
it. There were trails which led to Rockton and to Janesville, on each side of the river… [This
section cites Prehistoric America, II 1898, p. 391]
Salzer and Serota (1976:328):
Winnebago Council House:
Location: SW 1/4 of SW 1/4 of SW 1/4 of Section 17
T1N R13E Turtle Township
Geographical Description: The council house supposedly stood on the banks of the Turtle
Creek where the road to Shopiere Village crosses the Creek (Murphy Bridge).
Condition: The house was said to be built of bark, measuring 40 square feet with poles
supporting the roof. No trace of the site remains today.
References: Brown 1929, p.86
Bartlett Museum of Beloit - file on local Indians
We add the following observations. Despite the first-hand information noted above, neither
Kinzie’s census nor the General Land Office survey notes contain reference to the Council
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House. Jipson (1923) also fails to mention the site. Possible reasons for these omissions may
relate to the year or season the surveys were done, as the Council House may not have been
occupied year-round or in the warm season as most villages were.
Only the reports from Barrett Smith and Humphrey Clark supply near-first-hand information
from a time soon after use of the Council House ended. The earliest recollections of the Council
House place it on the west side of Turtle Creek, not the east side. Placement on the east begins
only after Peet’s report even though although Peet never stated on which side of the river the site
was located. All reports by archaeologists following Peet (Brown, Becker, and Salzer and Serota)
only re-quote what Peet stated. Although Brown marked the Council House on his 1920s atlas,
the location was based only on Peet's general description and was not not field checked.
Currently, the WHS GIS file places the side on the east side of Turtle Creek, within a meander,
ca. 65 meters directly south of the extant Shopiere Road bridge across Turtle Creek. Most of the
area within the site boundary consists of low floodplain that floods after heavy rains. As noted
above, the site actually is west of Turtle Creek, near the western edge of the original Shopiere
Road bridge (destroyed after 1928), located within the E 1/2 of the SE 1/4 of Section 18. The site
location should be moved to the west side of Turtle Creek within Section 18 although at this time
the exact location cannot be pinpointed (Figure 35).
During the summer of 2004, BAS tried to relocate the Council House by investigating land on
both sides of the current Shopiere Road Bridge. Both locations are within the City of Beloitowned Turtle Creek Greenway.
The area currently depicted as containing the Council House according to the WHS GIS file is
currently a local fishing spot on the east side of the creek. The land is low and contains scrub
brush. Very few 100 year old trees remain. Many trails cross the area along the creek. A
subdivision built after 1975 adjoins the area to the east (the area covered by the subdivision is
recorded as 47Ro216, a likely erroneous report as noted earlier). In July, 2004, most of the land
adjacent to the paths was under water. The area directly south of the site opens up to
intermittently wet scrubland filled with thickets and high underbrush.
BAS returned to this spot on September 28, 2004. At that time the land adjacent to the paths was
dry. The area still seemed to be too low to support a substantial structure. A small bench,
possibly part of Terrace 1, was identified that was slightly higher than the surrounding
floodplain, giving some protection against flooding. Four shovel probes were placed randomly at
this location (BAS Field 48A). All four holes contained dark brown, loamy sand to a depth of 40
cm except Probe 1, which turned to lighter brown, sandy loam with limestone chunks between
30 and 45 cm below surface. The probes did not identify any evidence of prior residential,
commercial, or agricultural disturbance. A local resident said she remembered that the area was
not touched during construction of the adjacent subdivision although soil and water runoff from
the construction area funneled to the spot. The tested locus measures approximately 20 meters in
diameter.
BAS conducted testing for the Council House on the west side of Turtle Creek on September 16,
2004. In the process, a mound was located on the northern edge of the private property (located
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in Turtle Township) that abuts the Turtle Creek Greenway to the south. Another mound-like
feature was located on the floodplain less than 100 meters to the northeast. The floodplain in this
area is low and would be inundated during spring floods. Moving north along the Turtle Creek
Greenway, bike trails and “jumps” were encountered before reaching an area that had been
heavily damaged by gravel pit operations. A north-south trending terrace was encountered along
the northern edge of the Turtle Creek Greenway next to the creek, probably representing Terrace
1. Six shovel probes were placed on this terrace at 15 meter intervals in a north-south direction
(BAS Field 39A). All probes encountered dark brown silt loam with only a small amount of
gravel to 50 cm below ground surface where the holes ended. No cultural material was found,
although large numbers of snails were recovered. No modern disturbance was noticed in this
area, but overbank flooding apparently is common.
All probes indicated deep alluvial deposits (shovel probes halted at 50 cm, still in alluvial
sediment). In addition to the shovel probing, most of the area investigated for the Council House
was examined only by pedestrian survey. It is possible that overbank flood deposits have buried
evidence of the Council House and its associated middens, trash deposits, and burials (if they
exist). It is also possible that the Council House location was built upon or obliterated soon after
the early reports cited above. More throrough investigation of this area is needed before the exact
location and condition of the Council House can be identified. More intensive survey and testing
to a greater depth are needed.
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Figure 35. Sketch map of Winnebago Council House (47Ro219) vicinity.
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47Ro220
West Bank Campsites
Town/Range/Section: Existing: NW/4 Section 11 & SW/4 Section 2, T 1N, R 12 E
NEW: E/2 of SW/4 of NW/4, W/2 of SE/4 of NW/4, SE/4 of SW/4 of
NW/4 and SW/4 of NE/4 of NW/4, Section 11, T 1N, R 12E.
The West Bank Campsites (47Ro220) are located directly north of the Beloit city limits, adjacent
to the northeast corner of Big Hill Park. Because the site is situated outside of the city limits,
BAS did not survey the location. The area was briefly inspected while BAS conducted survey in
Big Hill Park. For comparative data, however, we examined the artifacts previously collected
from the site.
Salzer and Serota originally reported the site, based on a 1973 surface survey (1976:333). They
indicated the site was made up of two areas, 80-a on the south and 80-b to the north, separated by
a disturbed area (80-c) created by the Beloit town dump (Figure 36). Surface collection
recovered 71 items, 21 of which we have reclassified as non-cultural material. All of the items
collected from area 80-b are non-cultural material. The remaining 47 items were collected from
area 80-a: 2 flakes, 21 flake fragments, five blocky fragments, 1 hammerstone, and 18 fire
cracked rocks. We have catalogued this collection as LMA 2004.18. A collection from area 80-a
made by the late Bruno Froebel and donated by his family consists of 7 bifacial tools, 1 flake,
and 2 flake fragments (LMA 2004.57.139).
Three of the tools in the Froebel collection are time-diagnostic, representing the Early Archaic,
Early Woodland, and general Woodland periods. The West Bank Campsite(s) therefore is a
multi-component site. Of the seven tools in the collection, four—including all diagnostics—were
projectile points or knives. One tool was probably used as a scraper, and the remaining two tools
have an unknown function. Most artifacts from the site were made from an unknown chert type,
although some are of the local Galena-Platteville chert. Heat treatment is apparent on almost
one-third of the collection, while cortex remnants appear on fewer.
The site is adjacent to the northern edge of an unnamed stream and its associated wetlands at the
base of the western bluff to the Rock River. Little disturbance is apparent in the area except for
the railroad line that runs north-south along the western edge. In view of the facts that all items
collected from area 80-b are non-cultural and that area 80-c consists solely of a disturbed area
with no evidence of precontact occupation, site boundaries should be revised to omit both areas
80-b and 80-c, as shown in Figure 37. The revised boundaries place the site mostly within the S
1/2 of the NW 1/4 of Section 11, T 1N, R 12E. The revised site size is approximately 300 meters
north-south 185 meters east-west. The site name should be changed to the singular “West Bank
Campsite.”
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Figure 36. Sketch map of West Bank Campsites, 47Ro220, by Richard Yerkes and Jeffrey
Panhorst, 1973.
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Figure 37. Updated boundaries of West Bank Campsite(s), 47Ro220, based on reanalysis of
collections. Beloit 7.5’ USGS quadrangle map.
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47Ro286
Morgan School Enclosure
Town/Range/Section: S/2 of SW/4, Section 20 T1N, R13E
The Morgan School Enclosure (47Ro286) is a unique earthwork. On the basis of T. H. Lewis’s
1888 report and map, the site once featured a three-sided rectangular to semi-circular ridge and
ditch, with the steep Turtle Creek bluff slope forming the fourth side (Figure 38, top). Although
the site has suffered damage from erosion, portions are still in good condition, notably the long
southern ridge and ditch line. Survey and testing in 1992 (Johns et al. 1993) produced an updated
map and led to designation of an archaeological easement to protect the surviving remnants of
the ridge and ditch feature. Currently, the site is located in an area of planned residential
development, but the developers are aware of the easement and have expressed interest in
preserving the feature.
BAS surveyed and tested in 2004 within the enclosure as well as on land directly east of the
enclosure. The site was found to measure 100 meters north-south by 175 meters east-west
(Figure 38, bottom). The western end of the enclosure apparently has been damaged by
residential development, and the eastern end was damaged or destroyed by ravine erosion. The
northern boundary of the site—the actively eroding Turtle Creek bluff edge—is subject to
ongoing damage from erosion.
The area enclosed by the ridge and ditch, comprising the southern and western portions of the
site, were tested first (BAS Field #24). This area was covered with shrubby underbrush and trees,
most of them younger than 30 years. The northern edge of Field 24 is the bluff edge overlooking
Turtle Creek; the western edge is the west boundary of the John Patch property (west edge of the
existing ridge and ditch), and the eastern edge is a ravine that cuts off the eastern end of the ridge
and ditch. A concrete bridge crosses that drainage (Figure 38, bottom). Shovel probes were
excavated at 10 meter intervals in east-west transects. Transects started at the northwest corner of
the site with Transect 1 Probe 1 located 5 meters east of the Patch property line and 5 meters
south of the bluff edge. Additional shovel probes were placed in a single transect to the east of
the ravine (BAS Field #25). There, probes were placed at 15 meter intervals on a transect
running 246 to 66 degrees. No probe was placed within 5 meters of the ridge/ditch feature itself.
All soils were screened through ¼” wire mesh, and soil profiles and artifacts recovered from
each hole were recorded on shovel probe forms. Additional probes were placed on the cardinal
directions from any probe that contained artifacts; if an adjacent probe was also positive, no
additional probes were placed in this direction. Probing at the site was directed by Pfannkuche
with help from volunteers.
Shovel probes east of the ravine (Field 25) revealed a shallow, eroded A Horizon extending 15
cm below ground surface. The A Horizon consisted of brown sandy loam while the B Horizon
was a yellow-brown silt loam. Shovel probes west of the ravine (Field 24) showed a deeper A
Horizon, extending 25 to 30 cm below ground surface. The B Horizon within Field 24 contained
higher amounts of clay than in Field 25. A few probes contained recent artifacts, especially those
located near the ravine which has attracted a large amount of recent debris. Shovel probes
located closest to the ridge and ditch may contain a plowzone.
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Eleven probes contained artifacts; additional artifacts were found on the eroded ground surface
along the bluff edge. Table 8 lists the recovered material (LMA 2004.53.1 through 2004.53.13).
The recent artifacts were not inventoried except for one shell casing. Recovered artifacts include
2 cores, 13 flakes, 12 flake fragments, 4 blocky fragments, 2 fire cracked rocks, and 1 .22 caliber
shell casing. Nine of the artifacts were found in Field 24 and the remaining 14 were in Field 25
including the shell casing. The densest concentration of artifacts occurred within Transect 1,
Probe 5 of Field 24 which included 11 pieces of debitage. Galena/Platteville chert is the
predominant chert source in the collection. One of the two cores is Galena/Platteville; the is a
basaltic rock. No time-diagnostic material was collected during the BAS survey of the site, nor
was any noted in the 1992 WHS collection from the site, so a specific occupation period cannot
be determined. The concentration of lithics, specifically around Transect 1, Probe 5, east of the
ridge/ditch, may represent a campsite possibly associated with the enclosure. At this time,
however, neither the age nor the function of the enclosure or the adjoining artifact concentrations
can be determined.
Further testing is needed in order to assess this earthwork’s age and function and to ensure its
surviving portions remain intact. The site boundaries as determined by BAS are shown on Figure
39.
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Figure 38. Top: T. H. Lewis 1888 map of Morgan School Enclosure, 47Ro286 (from Lewis n.d.,
Notebook 19). Bottom: sketch map of BAS 2004 survey of site. Note: scale indicates meters, not
cm.
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Figure 39. Previous and current boundaries of Morgan School Enclosure, 47Ro286 (Beloit 7.5’
U.S.G.S. quadrangle map).
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Figure 40. Artifacts from Morgan School Enclosure, 47Ro286. LMA 2004.53.1-.13.
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Table 8. Inventory of artifacts recovered during BAS from 47Ro286, Morgan School Enclosure.
Field ID
24

25

Transect
Surface

Probe

0
4
4

4
1
2

Surface
1

1

1

2

1
1
1

3
4
5

1
1

5 Surf
5 1N

1

6

Quantity
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
6
5
1
1
2
1

LMA Cat #
2004.53.1.1
2004.53.1.2
2004.53.1.3-.4
2004.53.2
2004.53.3
2004.53.4.1
2004.53.4.2
2004.53.4.3
2004.53.5
2004.53.6.1
2004.53.6.2
2004.53.7.1
2004.53.7.2
2004.53.8
2004.53.10.1-.2
2004.53.9.1
2004.53.9.2-.6
2004.53.9.7-.12
2004.53.11.1
2004.53.12.1-.2
2004.53.12.3
2004.53.13
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Description
Possible fire-cracked rock
Flake
Flake fragment
Flake
Flake
Flake
Flake fragment
Blocky fragment
Core
Flake
Flake fragment
Flake fragment
Blocky fragment
Flake
Flake fragment
Probable .22 caliber shell
Flakes
Flake fragments
Probable fire-cracked rock
Flake fragment
Blocky fragment
Flake

47Ro405
Slocum Site
Town/Range/Section: NE/4 , NE/4, NE/4 of Section 30, T 1 N, R 13 E
This site was first identified during the 2004 BAS. The property is located in a grassy yard at
2521 E Ridge Rd and is owned by Charlotte Slocum. Large trees in the neighborhood, some
oaks, seem to be older than 100 years. No evidence for plowing was found during the survey of
the Slocum property or any of the adjacent properties, though the area may have been used for
grazing.
Pfannkuche, Ron Jorgenson, and Marsha and Robert Kennedy surveyed the property on August
25, 2004. The front yard was not surveyed due to landscaping and the presence of utilities. A
drop off, the edge of a high terrace overlooking Turtle Creek, is located 17 meters behind the
house. A line of shovel probes was placed within 1 meter from the edge of the terrace running
east-west at 10 meter intervals. Probe 1 was located 7 meters east of the western property line.
No other area was tested on the Slocum property since it was comprised of low, flood-prone
areas. The property abuts the Turtle Creek Greenway. This portion of the Greenway was checked
but again all the land was low and susceptible to flooding. Low areas such as these were not
tested since any intact site may be buried by modern alluvium and be below the depth of normal
shovel probes.
Cultural material was encountered in two of the original shovel probes, Probes 1 and 3. Both
contained lithic debris (Figure 41). Hot probes were placed in all cardinal directions surrounding
Probe 3 at 2 meter intervals. Probes were not excavated to the north or east of Probe 1 because of
the presence of a sewer line. Additional lithics were recovered from the north and east probe
surrounding Probe 3. Additional probes to the north and east failed to recover more material. Six
flakes and 3 flake fragments were recovered from the site. (LMA 2004.52). Probe 3 was the most
productive, containing four artifacts. This probe also exhibited rodent burrows. No evidence of
the site was found in the adjacent yards.
The lithic scatter measures approximately 6 by 25 meters. Its gravelly matrix probably represents
remnants of the Lake Mills terrace, formed by outwash of the Wisconsinan glacier probably after
26,000 BC. The gravels within the Lake Mills Terrace were deposited as bars during peak flood
conditions, when they often extended into tributary valleys. When the gravel bars crossed the
mouths of the tributary valleys, temporarily lakes were often formed.
No time-diagnostic material was recovered from the site. It may have been a limited-use
campsite. Bioturbation (rodent burrowing) has impacted the site. If features existed, they may
have been destroyed by erosion and bioturbation. It is unlikely that deeply buried features exist at
the site because flooding over the terrace is rare. Although site should be preserved, current
evidence does not suggest it is eligible for nomination to the NRHP.
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Figure 41. Artifacts recovered from the Slocum site, 47Ro405. Top left: Transect 1, Probe 1
(LMA 2004.52.1); top right: Transect 1, Probe 3 (LMA 2004.52.2.1-.4); bottom left: Transect 1,
Probe 3 1East (LMA 2004.52.4.1-.2); bottom right: Transect 1, Probe 3 1North (LMA
2004.52.3.1-.2).
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47Ro406
Fass Site
Town/Range/Section: NW/4, NW/4, SW/4 of Section 20, T 1 N, R 13 E
This site was first identified during the 2004 BAS. The property is owned by Steven and Marion
Fass and located at 2616 Austin Place, Beloit. Prior to development, the area may have been
used for grazing since large fence posts with wires can be seen at the edge of Turtle Creek in
various locations. A number of large trees in the neighborhood suggest that they have been
allowed to grow for at least the last 100 years. Most trees are oaks.
Survey of the Fass property was undertaken by Pfannkuche supervising Lois Winkel and Ron
Jorgenson on August 24, 2004. The front yard and the back yard immediately adjacent to the
house were not investigated since landscaping and planting had occurred. The back 1/3 of the
back yard was relatively unmodified (some ferns and daylilies had been planted) and was mostly
secondary underbrush. The back yard abuts Turtle Creek, immediately west of its northern point
on a large oxbow. There is only about 2 meters of floodplain before the land rises approximately
2 meters to Terrace 1. The land levels out in the “wild” area of the yard before rising gently
toward the house and road. This terrace continues to the west of the Fass property but terminates
in the east within the adjacent yard. One transect of shovel probes was placed near the edge of
Terrace 1. Shovel probes were placed 8 meters apart in order to assure the excavation of four
probes in the yard. The transect started 5 meters due west of the east property line and 13 meters
due north of the creek (at Probe 1); it ran 66° to 246°. Probe 3 was located 31 meters south of the
southeast corner of the house.
Dark brown sandy loam was encountered in the first 15 cm (Probe 3 terminated at 11 cm and
Probe 4 at 25 cm) changing to a brown silt-loam that continued to at least 40 cm below ground
surface. The lack of gravel at this location suggests that the landform is a terrace instead of a
bluff or glacial deposit. The property owner reported that water has reached above this terrace in
the past but had never reached the house.
Four pieces of debitage and 2 fire cracked rocks were found in Probes 3 and 4 and in3 hot probes
(Figure 42). The hot probes were placed at 2 meter interval in cardinal directions. Although the
site extends half way across the yard up to the western property edge, survey in the neighboring
yard showed it does not extend into that property. Site size is estimated at 5 meters SE-NW by
12 meters SW-NE. The greatest quantity of artifacts found in a shovel probe was 2 pieces of
debitage. No time-diagnostic material was recovered. The site appears to be a limited-use
campsite. Any features present may have been destroyed by erosion or by compression from
grazing animals. Buried features may exist although flooding over the terrace is very rare in
modern times. Although the site should be preserved, current evidence does not suggest it is
eligible for nomination to the NRHP. (See map in 47Ro411 discussion, Figure 51.)
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Figure 42. Artifacts recovered from the Fass site, 47Ro406. Top: chert debitage; bottom: fire
cracked rock (LMA 2004.51.1-.5).
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47Ro407
Oakwood Cemetery Mounds
Town/Range/Section: SE/4 NW/4 NE/4 of Section 36, T 1 N, R 12 E
This site is located at the eastern edge of Oakwood Cemetery and in the southern and central
parts of Strong Park, both owned by the City of Beloit. It is situated on a relatively flat upland
divide between the Rock River and Turtle Creek, ca. 620 meters due west of Turtle Creek at its
closest point.
This site was first identified during the 2004 BAS. Land-use history, as determined from
available historical maps, indicates the site was wooded from the 1840s until at least 1871. It
may have been used as an orchard, but there is no evidence it was ever used as an agricultural
field or pasture. Oakwood Cemetery dates to the mid-19th century, though its eastern portion was
not developed until later years and remained wooded. In 1919, the city officially designated the
4.5 acres along Milwaukee Road east of the cemetery as Strong Park.
The site is made up of four mounds in Strong Park and one within Oakwood Cemetery. The
southernmost mound is conical and the mound directly to the north is conical but with a slight
lobe to the west (Figures 43, 44). Two evergreen trees grow out of the western flank of the
mound. The mound within the cemetery is a short linear (Figure 45), while the mounds in the
central section of Strong Park are small conicals (Figure 46).
The southernmost mounds near the corner of Clary and Milwaukee are fairly obvious artificial
rises, and thousands of vehicles pass by them every year. It seemed unusual to the investigators
that mounds as obvious as these—if they were indeed ancient features—would not have been
recorded. To determine whether these were Indian mounds, BAS conducted soil coring in July,
2004. After contacting the Burial Office at the Wisconsin Historical Society, Pfannkuche, Green,
and field school student Jeff Anderson placed 1-inch diameter soil cores across and around the
two southern mounds. Both mounds also were measured to establish relative elevation above the
surrounding area. A transect of 5 cores was placed across the southernmost mound while 2 cores
were placed on and adjacent to the nearby conical. Cores in the mound identified a natural
change of A Horizon to B, although the A Horizon was a bit thicker than what was found off the
mound (Figure 47). The depth and natural transition of horizons indicates that the mounds had
been unaltered for a number of decades if not centuries making it unlikely that they were formed
during the historic period. No known geological or natural phenomena can be identified that
would have created the mounds.
Subsequent examination of Strong Park and Oakwood Cemetery located the other three mounds.
The short linear mound in the cemetery appears to be undisturbed despite its proximity to the
cemetery road and fence line. The two small conicals in the center of Strong Park are very low,
perhaps reduced in height through trampling or erosion. One of these mounds was found during
transit mapping of the site on August 18, 2004; the other was not noticed until the summer of
2005, when drought conditions stunted the grass, allowing detection of small topographic
variation. Because that mound was not recognized until the transit map was complete, its general
location only is mapped (Figure 46).
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To attempt to locate any associated habitation areas, BAS conducted a Phase I shovel probe
survey throughout Strong Park with probes excavated every 10 meters. Pfannkuche, Anderson,
Ron Jorgenson, and Lois Winkel conducted the survey on July 22 and 23, 2004. Strong Park was
assigned BAS Field #9 with #9A identifying the parcel south of the cemetery driveway off of
Milwaukee Avenue and #9B identifying the parcel to the north. Most of the probes identified a
dark brown to brown silt loam A Horizon overlying a yellow brown silt loam B Horizon with
some pockets of sand. The transition between the A and B horizons usually occurred at 15-20 cm
in Field #9A and 18-25 cm in Field #9B. No prehistoric cultural material was located. Bits of
recent plastic were occasionally found within the upper parts of the probes.
In sum, the Oakwood Cemetery Mounds site consists of five mounds—one linear and four
conicals. The linear mound is located in Oakwood Cemetery and the conicals are in Strong Park.
The mounds are low, generally only 10-30 cm above the surrounding ground. Although it is
puzzling that none of the numerous earlier investigators of Beloit mounds apparently mentioned
this site, coring of two mounds indicates they are ancient features and should be considered
Indian mounds.

Figure 43. Oakwood Cemetery Mounds 1 and 2 (47Ro407), view to north. Photographed
12/26/04.
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Figure 44. Oakwood Cemetery Mound 2 (47Ro407), view to northwest. Photographed 12/26/04.

Figure 45. Oakwood Cemetery Mound 3 (47Ro407), view to north. Photographed 12/26/04.
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Figure 46. Map of Oakwood Cemetery Mounds, 47Ro407, showing locations of mounds and
shovel probes.
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Figure 47. Oakwood Cemetery Mound 1 section, based on core samples.
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47Ro409
Neese/McClain Site
Town/Range/Section: SW/4, NW/4, SE/4 Section 36, T 1 N, R 12E
This site was first identified during the 2004 BAS. The property is owned by Sean McClain
(1302 Bushnell Street). The residential structure on this property is listed on National Register of
Historic Places (Ref #83003420); the nominated area apparently includes the surrounding land as
the nomination form states the acreage is 3.305.
The property once was owned by the Neese family, prominent Beloit industrialists and
philanthropists. The property is located where Bushnell Street and Milwaukee Road join, on the
edge of a glacial terrace to the west of Turtle Creek. The property extends into the floodplain
south to Hilliard Park (BAS Field # 10) and encompasses a portion of the Blodgett/Turtle Creek
Millrace. The owner Sean McClain contacted BAS after an article regarding the project appeared
in the Janesville Gazette.
Pfannkuche and Ron Jorgenson surveyed the property on August 23, 2004. The front yard was
not surveyed because it is landscaped and has utility lines. Two shovel probe transects placed in
the back yard were oriented southwest to northeast following the bluff (Figure 48). Probes were
placed at 10 meter intervals. Transect 1 was placed 5 meters off the terrace edge. Transect 1
contained 14 probes, three of which were not excavated due to the irrigation lines within the
garden lot. Transect 2, starting 10 meters due northwest of Transect 1, Probe 4, contained 11
probes, four of which were not excavated within the garden lot due to irrigation lines. Probes
revealed various sediments including natural soils and disturbed sediment as indicated by gravel
fill, grey compacted sand, 20th century material below the surface, and heavily mottled clays. All
of the probes within the formal gardens contained disturbed sediments. Occasional probes behind
the house seemed to suggest a natural soil with A Horizon (dark brown loamy sand) reaching 1520 cm overlying a B Horizon (brown to yellow brown loamy sand). Erosional gullies are
apparent along the terrace edge. No evidence was found of a plow zone.
One probe (Transect 1, Probe 3) contained cultural material totalling three pottery sherds. All the
sherds are small (<1 gram each) and exhibit grit temper and smoothed-over cord-marked
exteriors (Figure 49). Although the pottery type is unknown, the surface treatment, method of
manufacture, and relative thinness of the sherds indicate that they date to the Late Woodland
period (A.D. 600-900). Hot probes were placed at 2.5 meter intervals in cardinal directions
around Probe 3 but no additional material was recovered. Probe 3 is located 5 meters from the
terrace edge, 85 meters at 148 degrees from the curve in Bushnell/Milwaukee Road, and 11.5
meters at 284 degrees from the northeast corner of the house.
Although only a small number of artifacts were recovered from this site, and the site can be
considered an isolated find, the presence of ceramics at this location may be significant.
Prehistoric pottery is friable and often breaks down in the soil as a result of freezing and thawing
cycles as well as human-induced disturbance. The recovery of only ceramics from a site is rare,
suggesting that the find spot represents a small portion of a larger site that disturbed or obscured
by nearby construction work. It is also possible that the ceramics were brought in with fill and
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represent a secondary deposit. Additional test excavation should be done at the find spot before a
definitive answer can be reached. Further studies might identify features or materials that could
contribute to the site’s significance and thus add another area of eligibility to the site’s existing
listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
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Figure 48. Sketch map of Neese/McClain site, 47Ro409, showing shovel probe locations,
findspot of Woodland ceramics, and Blodgett/Turtle Creek Millrace features.
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Figure 49. Woodland pottery sherds recovered from the Neese/McClain site, 47Ro409 (LMA
2004.50).
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47Ro410
Beloit Pool Copper Find
Town/Range/Section: NE/4 SE/4 NE/4, Section 27, T 1 N, R 12 E
Two pieces of native copper were found in 1940 during excavation of the swimming pool at
Krueger Park. The specimens were deposited at the Beloit Historical Society and transferred to
the Logan Museum of Anthropology in 1995 along with other Native American material from
the Historical Society (LMA 1995.3.97; Figure 50).
The pool at Krueger Park is situated in the uplands about ¾ mile west of the Rock River. An
unnamed and channelized stream runs north-south approximately ¼ mile west of the site. The
Krueger Park facilities were built at the location of an old gravel pit, so it is not known what kind
of archaeological site might have been present at this location or its condition prior to park
development. No other artifacts are known from the locus and no testing has been done there.
The copper pieces were not worked into finished artifacts, though one is relatively flat and may
have been cold hammered. Native copper originates in northern Minnesota and Michigan.
Although these pieces may have been deposited in the Beloit area through glacial action, the
indications of cold hammering suggest that they were brought through trade. The period of use is
unknown as many groups in different periods utilized native copper.

Figure 50. Obverse and reverse faces of copper specimens from Beloit Pool Copper Find,
47Ro410 (LMA 1995.3.79).
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47Ro411
West Collingswood Bluff Site
Town/Range/Section: SW/4, NW/4, SW/4 Section 20, T 1 N, R 13 E
BAS surveyed the West Collingswood site area because its setting—a 3-4 meter high terrace
overlooking a meander of Turtle Creek—appeared to be a favorable one for prehistoric
habitation. Early USGS maps and plats of the area show that the meander has been in that
location for some time. Although the area is residential, large oak trees over 100 years old are
found throughout the neighborhood. Residents reported that the area was used for grazing prior
to its development. Portions of a fence line were noted within Turtle Creek, supporting these
claims. No remnant field rows were identified on the surface. No evidence of plowing was noted
in the shovel probes, either: the A Horizon is a dark brown sandy loam 15-25 thick, underlain by
a brown to yellow-brown clay loam B Horizon.
The first property surveyed is owned by the Acombs and contains the central portion of the site
(Field #27-A). Two shovel probe transects were excavated on the property, Transect 1 on the
lower, younger terrace and Transect 2 on the higher terrace, behind the house (Figure 51). No
artifacts were found within the three probes on the low terrace. Probes there contained alluvial
mud deposits. On the high terrace, Transect 2, Probe 1 was located 3 meters south of the north
property line and 2.5 meters west of the terrace drop off. Probe 2 was located 10 meters away at
110 degrees. Three lithics were found within Probe 1 while no artifacts were found in Probe 2.
Hot probes were placed around Probe 1 to the SSW, WNW, NNE, and ESE at 2 meter intervals
to better delineate the site. Artifacts totalling 11 lithics and 4 ceramics were found in Probes
1SSW, 1WNW, and 2WNW (Figures 52, 53). The ceramics can not be identified to a more
specific period than Woodland.
To better determine the site’s north-south extent, BAS surveyed the properties to the north and
south of the Acombs. One north-south transect (10 to 190 degrees) was placed on the Durkee
property, located south of Acombs, with shovel probes excavated at 10 meter intervals (Field
#29-A). Probe 1 of this transect was located 10 meters south of the north property line, beginning
3 meters west of the terrace drop off. Artifacts were found in the northern two probes, before the
southern edge of the terrace was encountered, which drops off to the low terrace. Three lithics,
including a blade worked on both lateral edges, 2 fire cracked rocks, and an additional Woodland
ceramic sherd were recovered from these probes. Two additional hot probes were placed on the
property. The first was located between Probes 1 and 2, 5 meters to the north. This probe
contained 20 lithics—more than from any other BAS probe—including an unretouched blade.
Another Woodland sherd and fire cracked rock was recovered at Hot Probe 2, 5 meters north of
Hot Probe 1 (Figures 53, 54).
The last portion of the site surveyed was the northern lot (Field #32-A; Seidel). Once again, only
one transect was excavated, with probes placed from south to north at 10 meter intervals. Probe 1
was located 2 meters north of the southern property line, approximately 10 meters north of Probe
1 on the Acomb property. Artifacts (4 lithics and a Woodland sherd) were located in the southern
3 probes (out of 4). One hot probe was excavated 5 meters north of Probe 2; 4 lithics and 2 fire
cracked rocks were recovered (Figures 53, 55).
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BAS recovered a total of 57 artifacts in 12 shovel probes (6 regular probes and 6 hot probes) on
the three adjacent properties. The site measures 80 meters north-south by 15 meters east-west.
Artifact types recovered are lithic debitage, Woodland ceramics, and fire cracked rock. The
pottery sherds are characterized by grit temper and a sandy to fine sandy paste. The two largest
sherds have smoothed-over cord-marked surfaces. The recovery of two blades, one of which is
worked on both lateral edges (Figure 56), suggests that the site may have a Middle Woodland
component. The most common type of raw material used for the lithics is Galena-Platteville, a
common chert found throughout the local Rock River watershed. An additional raw material
occasionally represented lithics is Burlington chert, found in western Illinois and eastern Iowa.
One lithic item may be of Oneota chert, a chert that is found in the Starved Rock, Illinois,
vicinity. The diversity of artifacts (one tool, ceramic sherds, fire-cracked rock, and lithic debris)
suggests that the site might be a long-term campsite or village. It is possible that sub-surface
features may be intact at the site, a rarity within the city limits. In view of the site’s apparent high
degree of integrity and informational potential, it is possible that the site may be eligible for the
National Register of Historic Places. Additional testing is needed to ascertain its eligibility.

Figure 51. Sketch map of West Collingswood site, 47Ro411, showing BAS 2004 shovel probe
locations and site boundary. Also note location of Fass site, 47Ro406.
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Figure 52. Lithic artifacts from West Collingswood site, 47Ro411, BAS Field #27-A. Top left:
Transect 2, Probe 1 (LMA 2004.54.1.1-.3); top right: Transect 2, Probe 1,1@SSW (LMA
2004.54.2.2-.4); bottom left: Transect 2, Probe 1,1@WNW (LMA 2004.54.3.4-.8); bottom right:
Transect 2, Probe 1,2@WNW (LMA 2004.54.4.1-.3).
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Figure 53. Ceramics from West Collingswood site, 47Ro411. Top left: Field #27-A, Transect 2,
Probe 1,1@SSW (LMA 2004.54.2.1); top right: Field #27-A, Transect 2, Probe 1,1@WNW
(LMA 2004.54.3.1-.3); bottom left: Field #29-A, Transect 1, Probe 1 (LMA 2004.54.5.1);
bottom center: Field #29-A, Transect 1, Probe 1.5, 2N (LMA 2004.54.8.1); bottom right: Field
#32-A, Transect 1, Probe 2 (LMA 2004.54.10.1).
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Figure 54. Lithic artifacts from West Collingswood site, 47Ro411, BAS Field #29-A. Top left:
Transect 1, Probe 1 (LMA 2004.54.5.2-.4); top right: Transect 1, Probe 2 (LMA 2004.54.6.1-.2);
bottom left: Transect 1, Probe 1.5, 1N (LMA 2004.54.7.1-.20); bottom right: Transect 1, Probe
1.5, 2N (LMA 2004.54.8.2).
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Figure 55. Lithic artifacts from West Collingswood site, 47Ro411, BAS Field #32-A. Top:
Transect 1, Probe 2, 1N (LMA 2004.54.11.1-.6); bottom left: Transect 1, Probe 1 (LMA
2004.54.9.1); bottom right, Transect 1, Probe 3 (LMA 2004.54.12.1-.3).
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Figure 56. Retouched blade from West Collingswood site, 47Ro411, obverse and reverse (LMA
2004.54.5.3).
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47Ro412
Hilliard Park Site
Town/Range/Section: SE/4, NW/4, SE/4, Section 36, T 1 N, R 12 E
This site is located in the southeast corner of Hilliard Park. It is 15 meters north of Athletic
Avenue, 4 meters east of the Dr. George G. Hilliard Park sign, 10 meters west of a brush line,
and 15 meters west of the fence that marks the property line between Hilliard Park and the Beloit
College Athletic Fields (Figure 57). The site is situated on a slight rise in the Turtle Creek
floodplain which may be a relict terrace.
Despite extensive shovel probing, only two flake fragments (one on Galena-Platteville chert) and
the left valve of a freshwater clam were found in a single shovel probe (LMA 2004.48.1.1-.3,
Figure 58). Additional probes at 2.5 meters in cardinal directions from the original probe failed
to find additional material.
The flakes are not time-diagnostic. The clam shell probably does not represent in situ death of
the animal even though the site is located in an alluvial setting because there is no evident
overbank sediment.
It is possible that much of this area has been disturbed by park development or road and athletic
field construction. The find may be a remnant from a larger site that was impacted by those
developments.
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Figure 57. Sketch map of Hilliard Park site, 47Ro412, BAS 2004 survey.

Figure 58. Clam shell, lithic debitage from Hilliard Park site, 47Ro412 (LMA 2004.48.1.1-.3).
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47Roxxx
Blodgett/Turtle Creek Millrace
Town/Range/Section: SE/4 of Section 36, T 1N, R 12 E, and SW/4 of Section 31, T 1N, R 13E
This site consists of the remains of the millrace built over 160 years ago by Beloit founder Caleb
Blodgett. It is situated at the base of bluff slope on the west and north sides (right bank) of Turtle
Creek. The race funneled water from Turtle Creek, near its junction with Spring Brook, to power
Blodgett’s mill. Portions of the millrace are noted on the maps accompanying descriptions of
several sites in this Appendix: the Hillcrest/Beloit Junction Mound Group (47Ro41), Walsh site
(47Ro211), Neese/McClain site (47Ro409), and Hilliard Park site (47Ro412).
During the winter of 1837, a millrace was dug in order to operate a sawmill to help bring settlers
to the new town of Beloit. The gates of the millrace were located near the junction of the railroad
tracks located east of the Beloit College Athletic Grounds, near the prehistoric Hillcrest Mounds
site (47Ro41). The race ran south and west along the southern edge of the bluff for
approximately ¾ mile to a mill located near the present intersection of Central, Wisconsin, and
East Grand Avenues. The millrace allowed the sawmill and later a grist mill to operate; the
operation of these mills attracted other settlers to Beloit. Use of the millrace declined after the
Rock River dam and race were built in 1844. The Blodgett/Turtle Creek millrace probably was
abandoned and allowed to silt in during the late 1880s.
The bed of the race is a generally flat feature located between the base of the Turtle Creek west
bluff and a raised berm approximately 20 feet away from the bluff. Historically, the length of the
race was approximately 1 mile. Portions of the site have been damaged or obliterated by
development, but most of the feature remains intact. The site appears to be one of the best
preserved early 19th-century industrial earthworks in the region. Its ownership is split among
many private property owners.
The following description and map of the millrace were prepared by environmental scientist
Robert Baller of Beloit on December 10, 2003:
On February 7, 2003, I used a Global Position Surveyor (GPS) to map the location of 3
remaining segments of the old Turtle Creek Millrace on the southeast side of Beloit. The
GPS is a portable device that uses satellites to triangulate locations on earth. I borrowed the
GPS from the Rock County Planning Department.
As judged by the field remnants, the race began on the west bank of Turtle Creek just
downstream from its confluence with Spring Brook. It is not known if the present RR trestle
was there when the race was dug c. 1840. The millrace is no longer visible at the creek bank,
but the ditch quickly became evident less than 50 yards inland. It arced distinctively
southwest along the base of the large (15 ft. high) effigy mound [Hillcrest/Beloit Junction
Group, 47Ro41] and towards the modern RR tracks. The RR berm was built over the race,
and has filled in the intersection. The remnant of the race continued beyond the north side of
the tracks and skirted along the base of the bluffs that are now subdivided into private
residences. The race was often easy to spot because of its several-foot high linear berm (used
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to contain the water). The race was often obliterated by land alterations, as the neighbors
have filled and/or graded parts of it.
The west-most extant segment was behind Hilliard Park. It extended from the park to behind
a small building used by the First Emanuel Baptist Church on the north side of Athletic Ave.
Most of the race was fenced in and private.
I walked the center of the millrace wherever I was confident I was correctly in the old ditch.
The ditch was around 20 ft. wide on average. Much was grown with box elder and brush.
The GPS data was downloaded at the Rock County Planning Department by Geographic
Information Systems (GIS) manager Kurt Wheeler, and placed in a computer file called
Historical-Cultural. Anyone interested in a map with better detail than the one attached here
should contact the department.
Baller’s map is included as Figure 59. Note that it indicates the location of the Hillcrest/Beloit
Junction Mound Group (47Ro41) as well as our notation, “possible location of Samuel’s Dig
1963.” Samuel’s Dig was a Beloit College archaeological excavation in a portion of the millrace.
Dr. William Godfrey of the Department of Anthropology conducted this excavation with Allen
Wells, the student who also excavated at Yost Mound (47Ro23). The excavation lasted through
October and possibly into November. Few notes on this project exist. Most documentation of the
dig is on an individual unit level; no maps have been found of the general site area. Sketch maps
of the units lack scales, keys, or north arrows. Several photographs contain notes, and one
contains an address: 1870 Sherwood Drive SW. The millrace is known to exist in the back yard
of this property. Samuels, the name associated with the dig, probably was the landowner at the
time. A newspaper article (Figure 60) reports the dig’s location as being east of the football
stadium (Strong Stadium), which is consistent with the address given on the photograph.
The dig was conducted to determine whether the two linear features running east-west across the
property were prehistoric mounds or part of the millrace. The newspaper article reports the
mound as being 98 feet long and 25 feet wide. Historic plats of the area (specifically Foote 1891)
indicate that the site’s location coincides with the millrace. In one photograph of the excavation,
two linear ridges are visible in the floodplain at the base of a bluff. The feature appears ca. 3 feet
higher than the surrounding landscape, and the interior of the two ridges may be as much as five
feet below than the tops of the ridges.
During the summer of 2004, BAS inventoried the material recovered from the 1963 Samuels dig
for the first time (LMA 2004.11.1-.63). Originally, the collection was contained within numerous
plastic bags in three boxes. Some of the plastic bags were labeled “Samuelson site,” a misprint of
the landowner’s name. Some artifacts and soil samples labeled as belonging to the Samuels site
actually derived from the Yost Mound (47Ro23), excavated around the same time. Those
materials were removed from the Samuels site collection.
None of the Samuels Dig materials had been cleaned. Two-thirds of the collection apparently
was bagged by test unit while the remaining third was labeled “No LMA, no provenience.” BAS
did not clean the material before it was inventoried and weighed. The majority of the material
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consisted of gravel and mollusk shell. All gravel without evidence of cultural modification was
weighed and counted before being discarded. Shells were separated into three categories: mussel,
spiral, and circular. Mussel shells represent freshwater clams while the spiral and circular shells
represent snails. Each category of shell was counted, weighed, and bagged separately. All
nutshell fragments, representing modern specimens, were counted and weighed before being
discarded.
A few historic and modern artifacts were recovered during the Samuels dig including fence
staples, clay pigeon fragments, mortar, barbed wire, metal fragments, cut nails, container glass
fragments (clear, burnt, aqua-marine, brown), a railroad spike, coal, an Indian-head nickel (no
date readable), and possible concrete. Three possible prehistoric lithics were identified and
retained, and some bone including a scapula was also encountered. A rough inventory, listing
location, quantity, weight, and description is presented here (Table 9). A partial 19th-century cast
iron toy fire engine, along with the Indian-head nickel, are the only time-diagnostic materials
recovered on the dig.
The linear feature Godfrey excavated was not an Indian mound. Recovered materials support the
identification of the site as part of the millrace: water worn gravel, aquatic mollusk shells, large
amounts of sand, and areas of “rusted” (likely mottled, oxidized, or mineral-enriched) soil. The
mixing of historic-era artifacts with the clam shells and snails indicates a post-1830 age for the
site. Gravel within the upper layers of the units was small, suggesting water transport by
moderate flood events. A “rust” layer was generally found below a small pebble layer, and fine
sand (likely deposited by slow-moving water) overlaid the gravel and “rust.” The lowest levels
of the units contained large, coarse, and “washed” pebbles from a high-energy fluvial
environment or perhaps from deliberate deposition by the millrace’s builders. Many clams and
snails were associated with this level.
The Samuels Dig, as well as historic records, confirm that the linear features at 1870 Sherwood
Drive SW are the banks of the millrace. The majority of the millrace remains intact; the only
large section that has been leveled or obscured is located along the western half of the Beloit
College Athletic Fields westward to Chapin Street. Further work should include detailed
mapping and additional testing to determine details of the construction, use, and abandonment of
this historically significant feature.
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Figure 59. Location map of Blodgett/Turtle Creek Millrace, 47Roxxx, by Robert Baller, 2003.
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Figure 60. Article from The Round Table (Beloit College student newspaper), November 18,
1963, page 1, regarding William Godfrey’s excavation at “Samuel’s Dig,” the Blodgett/Turtle
Creek Millrace, 47Roxxx.
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Table 9. Inventory of material from “Samuel’s Dig” (Blodgett/Turtle Creek Millrace)
excavation, 1963 (LMA 2004.11.1-.63).
Location
Feature 60 AIL 4
Feature 60 MN5

Pit AB, Square BC, Level 1

CD Level 1, #2, 21" level

KL level 2 in gravel

KL level 3

JK level 1
LM- 3rd

Square M level 1

Pit MN level 1

Square MN 3rd level

Wall of Millrace (N. side); “3' by 3"
Green Rock”
20" Test pit 1 From line 23E-W to line
25, top 6" to line 25, top 6"

Test Pit II, S. Wall of Mill Race N Side

Quantity
3
50
1
9
71
1
66
12
9
1
1
5
21
12
4
16
1
2
1
1
2
2
33
3
7
2
2
9
4
9
9
22
22
10
10
5
14
6
3
33
64
17
30
1

Weight (g)
0.8
17.6
3.1
7.2
22.5
0.6
45.1
24.2
7.8
11.3
5.2
3.4
8.3
21.0
4.0
7.2
4.3
0.4
1.6
1.0
0.1
1.7
20.0
1.4
146.3
1.1
3.8
25.0
8.0
2.9
7.1
114.1
42.6
13.4
5.1
2.9
59.2
1.9
2.1
169.4
22.4
14.3
42.7
5.1

6

15.9

Gravel

Y

1
1
1
2
3
7
12
1

0.5
2.9
8.9
9.3
14.6
157.4
8.2
4.6

Gravel
Metal fragments
Barbed wire
Container glass fragment
Burnt glass
Large gravel
Shell fragments
Wire nail

Y
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Description
Shells- circular
Shells- spiral
Gravel
Shells- circular
Shells- spiral
Shell casing for a 22
Shells- circular
Shells- spiral
Gravel
Large gravel
Fence staple
Shells- circular
Shells- spiral
Gravel
Shells- circular
Shells- spiral
Clay pigeon fragment
Gravel
Bone
Mortar
Shells- musels
Shells- spiral
Shells- circular
Shell fragments
Gravel
Shell fragments
Gravel
Medium gravel
Shells- mussel
Shells- spiral
Shells- circular
Large gravel
Small gravel
Shells- spiral
Shells- circular
Small gravel
Gravel
Shells- circular
Shells- spiral
Large gravel
Shells- circular
Shells- spiral
Small gravel
Fence staple

Discarded?

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

# 3/4 Unit, In dark level below tan soil
7-6 (Pit?)

Pit 7-8

Pit 9-10S, Topsoil
Pit 10-11, Level 1

Pit 11-12S in sifter

Pit 11-12, from depth of 7 to 23 inches

Pit 12-13S
Pit 12-13, 3"

Pit 12-13, 30"

Pit 13-14

Pit 14-15, 2' down
Pit 14-15, Lower level

Pit 15-16

Pit 15-16, humus level

16-17 (Pit ?), Oct. 7

Pit 16-17, 10/8, Oct. 8

2
2
6
5
10
1
5
1
1

1.3
7.9
8.1
3.8
11.8
5.6
56.4
9.5
1.9

2
2
16
50
4
20
4
34
5
1
2
67
10
1
3
1
34
9
29
8
50
22
15
4
52
8
64
9
1
1
8
25
50
168
3
1
44
35
57
12
125
3
1
1
192
16
37
141
52
9

4.9
18.9
12.8
17.6
13.6
5.5
3.0
14.4
0.4
11.1
15.5
25.7
3.6
< 0.1
5.2
153.0
11.1
1.6
5.7
6.9
30.0
4.0
9.6
2.5
101.9
4.6
41.3
6.7
9.0
184.6
17.5
97.2
49.7
107.2
2.1
1.8
88.9
21.3
136.4
6.3
69.3
1.5
0.9
2.7
115.1
4.7
46.2
156.8
138.0
8.7
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Coal
Gravel
Shells- circular
Shells- mussel
Shells- spiral
Clear container glass fragment
Gravel
Cut nail; possibly 10 penny
Gravel
Clear container glass; 1 is adjacent to
base
2 clear container grass fragments; 1 with
"T"
fb d
Shells- fcircular
Shells-spiral
Medium gravel
Small gravel
Shells-circular
Shells-spiral
Shells- mussel
Small gravel
Cut nails
Shells-spiral
Shells- circular
Shells- mussel
Small gravel
Scapula bone
Shells- spiral
Shells- circular
Shells- mussel
Gravel
Shells- spiral
Shells- circular
Shells- mussel
Gravel
Shells- mussel
Shells- circular
Shells- spiral
Gravel
Metal fragment
Railroad spike
Gravel
Shells- mussel
Shells- circular
Shells- spiral
Gravel
Shells- circular
Shells- mussel
Shells- spiral
Shells- mussel
Shells- circular
Shells- spiral
Gravel
Clear glass fragment
Aqua-marine container glass fragment
Shells- spiral
Shells- circular
Shells- mussel
Coal
Shells- mussel
Shells- circular

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Pit 16-17, second bag

17-18 South, Top soil

Pit 18E 19E, 18W 19W, shell down to
iron markings

Pit 18-19, 2 feet down bottom of shell
l
18-19 South (Pit), Down to datum,
S 40

18 19E -464, 6 in, 18W-19W-465 soil
change

Pit 26
30/31 (Pit?)

Pit 35-36, Level 1
Pit 36-37, Level 1, 24"

43 (Pit?)

Pit 44-45, Level 4 (bag), Level 1, 10"
(on tag)
Pit 46-47, 1st level
47-48 (Pit?)
Pit 47-48

Pit 50-51, Level 1
Pit 68-69, Level 1

100
18
1
1
22
1
33
18
22
219
8
5

71.4
58.7
166.9
0.4
11.6
4.2
69.7
11.2
9.6
108.4
1.5
5.2

Shells- spiral
Coal
Large gravel
Possible prehistoric lithic
Shells- spiral
Shells- mussel
Coal
Shells- circular
Shells- mussel
Shells- spiral
Coal
Gravel

14
42
230
23
1
3
1
4
6
6
39
189
10
3
2

10.8
45.4
157.4
11.6
0.6
5.5
0.3
24.9
1.5
4.4
12.3
45.9
6.0
1.4
2.7

Shells- circular
Shells- mussel
Shells- sprial
Coal
Bone
Possible prehistoric lithic
Glass fragment
Small gravel
Shells- circular
Shells- mussel
Shells- spiral
Shells- spiral
Shells- mussel
Shells- circular
Gravel

116
45
9
7
1
68
3
18
1
1
5
1
3
5
8
1
21
4
6

44.4
11.0
3.4
6.3
21.0
33.5
1.1
165.5
2.1
39.9
6.1
551.9
154.5
13.2
3.9
0.9
6.2
2.0
15.7

Shells- spiral
Shells- mussel
Shells- circular
Small gravel
Medium gravel
Coal
Shells- sprial
Gravel
Wire fragment
Hook plate
Metal fragments, probably from bucket
Metal bolt with round washer/square nut
Large gravel
Medium gravel
Shells- spiral
Shells- circular
Shells- spiral
Shells- circular
Gravel

1
5
4
2
2
4
1
5
5
4
1

4.8
10.1
1.3
5.3
5.2
29.4
281.0
26.8
15.9
13.9
0.8

"Indian Head" nickel; no readable date
Medium gravel
Shells- spiral
Shells- circular
Shells- circular
Medium gravel
Large gravel
Cut nails
Brown container glass fragments
Medium gravel
Shells- spiral

131

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y

Y

No LMA, no provenience

No LMA, no provenience, Level 4 Pit
MN, 12"

No LMA, no provenience, North 1Scant 2, below 3.23

No LMA, no provenience

No LMA, no provenience, Level 4 in
square LM above 21" from line MnMs
in middle
No LMA, Top soil levels, 11W-13W,
11E-13E

No LMA, no provenience

No LMA, no provenience

No LMA, no provenience

No LMA, no provenience

No LMA, no provenience Level 1, 4950

No LMA, no provenience
No LMA, no provenience, Sq. CD,
Level 1, 12 inch line

1
1
11
60
114
1

4.0
0.4
11.6
107.0
72.9
0.5

Concrete?
Metal fragment; rusted
Shells- circular
Shells- mussel
Shells- spiral
Small gravel

22
6
14
1

99.2
7.1
8.5
0.2

Small gravel
Shells- circular
Shells- spiral
Shells- mussel

Y

24
1
1
1
1
9
2
1
108

149.3
4.3
0.2
1.6
5.6
1.2
2.0
0.1
98.8

Small gravel
Hickory nut
Shells- spiral
Brown container glass fragment
Possible prehistoric lithic
Shells- spiral
Brown container glass fragment
Nutshell fragments
Small gravel

Y
Y

17

7.5

Small gravel

Y

23
4
6
4
3
2
2
2
1
7
17
8
7
2
62
3
6
3
10
4
40
2
21
8
69
1
12

16.3
3.3
21.7
32.9
11.6
19.8
4.4
7.0
9.1
17.2
12.5
23.5
5.4
1.5
18.7
0.4
4.5
2.4
8.8
2.0
20.2
0.3
12.2
5.7
31.4
0.3
3.4

Shells- spiral
Shells- circular
Shells- mussel
Green container glass- decal label on 1
Clear cotainer glass
Amethyst container glass
Earthenware fragment
Coal fragments
Cut nail
Gravels
Shells- spiral
Shells- mussel
Shells- circular
Nail fragments
Shells- spiral
Shells- circular
Shells- mussel
Small gravel
Shells- mussel
Shells- circular
Shells- spiral
Gravel
Shells- mussel
Shells- circular
Shells- spiral
Container glass
Coal

2
1
1
1

13.7
58.6
5.7
83.0

Cut nails (possibly make up one nail)
Brown container glass
Small gravel
Gravel cobble

18
63
2

19.4
41.0
0.2

Shells- circular
Shells-spiral
Shells- mussel

132

Y

Y
Y

Y

Y

Y

Y
Y

No LMA, no provenience, Sq 1/2 from
sod to 2.84 ft

No LMA, no provenience

No LMA, no provenience

8

33.6

Small gravel

3
1
1
1
4
3
6
79
26
21
1

1.7
0.4
1.3
0.3
67.5
0.9
5.3
28.5
184.6
19.6
305.9

Shells- spiral
Shells- circular
Shells-mussel
Glass fragment
Small gravel
Shells- mussel
Shells- circular
Shells- spiral
Medium to large gravel
Small gravel
Victorian era cast iron fire engine

133

Y

Y

Y
Y

